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FOB AlYTHiiS IN SHEET MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS, OR MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, 8 
TO THE PUBLISHER OF “ THE ETUDE” . 
It will foraaances, will make the occasion, no doubt, Very en¬ 
joyable-.. Pull information can be obtained by address- 
for *nf Ed. Berg, President, Beading, Pa. 
)e; ^6 F0EEI8H, 
Massenet has just reached his fiftieth birthday, 
vass in . Mascagni has finished his fourth opera, “William 
lSSe Rateliffe-” 
.,7 . . .Massenet’s “.Werfcber” is now being rehearsed at 
^ ^ the Baris Opera House. 
3 a fac- After finishing two one-act operas, Mascagni wIE 
ssiah begin a grand opera, ■“ Nero.” 
The Paris Temps severely criticizes the pupils of the 
e is at conservatory for lack of ability. 
pointed “ Palstaff ” is to be performed at La Scala, Milan, 
, Ohio, during the carnival nest March. 
I. ' ' ~rJ • . - 
777/ ■ A Mrs. Weldon was awarded damages of $50,000 
>ut the from the composer Gounod, for libel. 
1 music The time of Rosenthal, the pianist, in Vienna is 
it pros- entirely filled with reeital engagements. 
The death, of Robert Franz, the great song-writer, 
;s took takes away another of the world’s great musicians. 
a large Tsohaikowsky’s new,opera, “ Bugeray Onegin,” was 
ne and given its first production in English in London on 
Jtive as October IT. 
V The programme of the first concert ever given by the 
ng ana LiBSjt was sent to the Musical Exhibition at Vienna. 
School ^ was dated 1820. 
ed with It is proposed to erect a , statue to Donizetti in Ber¬ 
gamo, and dedicate it on September 25, 1897, the 
w York centenary his birth- 
rerture, Mr. Gekioke, who will be remembered as conductor 
pecially of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, is spending his 
iX ESoaStiiy Fablicatloa for 4be T^achero an & StadeatG of 
ESusic, 
Subscrepmqn Bat® SI .60 per yew (payable in advance). 
Biugi s Copy, II t ats 
The courts hum deeidea that all., saoscribers to newspapers are 
held responsible until arrearages are paid and their- papers are 
ordered *>. be discontinued 
THEODORE PRESSES, 
lf@< Che \n t , i daiphia. Pa, 
,,v:i;yi-;iiiv'iHQME.'7 y,.-,.;:y7:. • 7:-7- 
Master Cyril Tyler, the boy soprano, has captured 
the Ei st , - 
Nineteen operas have been written with Christopher 
( • Iambus as the bero. 
Frau Wagner has declined to allow “ Parsifal ” to be 
gii ei it tlt W orld’s Fair. 
Dr. Antonin Dvorak was feted by about 8600 Bohe¬ 
mians on his arrival in New York. 
Mr. and Mrs. Max Heinrich made an instant success 
in their song recitals in Philadelphia. 
The Boston Symphony Orchestra is maintaining its 
hig i stan iai 1 by 7 work this • eason. . 
There are rumors of a visit nest summer from Edward 
Greig. It is to be hoped they will prove true. 
In a letter to Dr, William Mason, Paderewski declares 
his intention of arriving in this country about December 
Qvide Mubin and his company arrived in San Fran¬ 
cisco early in November. They open in Toledo Novem- 
bei 7th. 
v7 / 7;.;-:..77:.V;-\' ' ■' - : 7 ; : 7 v ; \ ' ; f . y\ ■ 7.7 -.7 ■ ■ • . ■ y7‘ : - 
Tra. Soldi Society .began its fourth, season by a grand 
_J*, i  ; : i concert for working people at the Afcadeiny of Music 
New York. 
'On November 80th Dvorak conducts Me “Requiem 
with fall orchestra and the Cecilia Society, at Music 
Hall, Boston. 
An. M. Foerster, of Pittsburg, "has finished his 
EDITORIAL NOTES. .several libraries, and .in;bporfyiimnjjj’im 
- ' found the authorities anxious to secure a list of the most l• v.i. 7 , ■ 
BY CHARLES W.LANDON, Valu^lO’‘^fcrks ^n^mUSXC.;^ S 
liiterary Editor of Xhk Etude. , confer withtheir■_ of'jrour- 
: ^:7;..-.._-Vlb-:-'. are generally desirableformUHicalpedplewouldWsoqn ^onsideEaUpn/"-,. ■ 
Hitoboldt, the crest naturalist and traveler, said: secured. Music teachers should demand of their stu- ' ' ■" ,1 "-*7^ 
“There is nothing impossible if we bnng a thorough dents a liberal amount of reading m muBical theory,, flannel, wlfoBaifl oommrniBg: music t ’ “As an occupa- 
will to it.” But this is only one side of the truth, history, biography, and literatim. Musical societies ftns tion ithatblittieldigniiy, h miiig for its object nothing 
Besides an indomitable will there needs to be careful self-improvement can ala'* profitably use many volumes better than mere entertainment and pleasarel” 
nlannine of ways and means, and a clear understanding devoted in a, general way to musical art. By the com- ,.- ■ . - 
» , 3 «. a _., % . , ^ , j ^ ii. Ay teMlieriqften^coneentHites into a single sentence 
of all the steps necessary to a complete accomplishment bmed efforts, of teachers, students, and amateurs there tjie. resdlt of y^arfe of wotf'bM stiwly. fortunate the 
of the matter under' consideration. However one may will seldombeanydiffieulty in inducing librarians tp; pupil; ^hp; has thpfaculty^ofseizing upon- kuch gems of 
be endowed with genius, the greatest talent, and natural secure all the musical works needed, both .for.* reference ^doin, and; using them to his own, advantage! 
capabilities* and have acquired, years of knowledge, and general circulation. # # All truth and knowledge are not pleasant. There 
learning, and skill, yet without the quality mentioned . : * % # are some thixi08 you will learn that may cause you any- 
by Humboldt it will avail him nothing. _ , • , , . , ;ti^j^;hht'^v]ileMarablB feelihg^'^tite.:acqaintidh. of some 
J Wo wrnnm ha (rpofotnl fA Any* roonorfl tnr ftmr itrnn tl-: : “1 j v ^ t ”1 #» . . . 
THOROUGHNESS II TEACHING. 
* * * BY JAMBS M. TRACY. ■ '.than' 
How sadly fn inen are professional failures! SSusi- - durin 
cians who can hardly earn a subsistence by their art, The need of system and thoroughness in pianoforte 
and yet they are good musicians, but because of some instruction has never appeared so apparent or more not j, 
ceentri :>“ they hi Tt 1 tie influence. When young necc sarj to than sine my prese * rperience s 
their teachers and friends neglected to point oat and change of base. While there are many poor teachers in & I 
to fortify character at itsxvreakest point. Having some the Hast, especially outside of the large cities, it Is cer- q, 
j a- d ingle gif r * b over-prized ind its < ipoi 1 ce tail ly appa j> ! o are man, mt "* .0 thi j t of th 
too highly valued, and this, with the aid, perhaps, of a country. A very large majority of pupils who come to 
little 60s much self-esteem, personal appreciation, and me here, most of whom expect to be fitted for teachers in 
a one-sided development, their life, finally resulted in a two or. three terms of instruction* know the leasts of the 
common rudiments of music of any class of pupils I have 
* * ever come in contact with. I amgreatlysurprised at 1672 
^ * * * this because these very pupils are bright and desire to 
The most common cause of failure is this over-amount iearn. We are led to ask this question—What is the 
of self-esteem. In connection with indolence it results cause of all this? There are twp answers suggested by 
in its victim making often an “ exhibition ” of himself, above question: the first and most important is lack ifiVa 
[For The Etod®.] . : ment of a composition that he creates what we maycall chord, the; first time she tries, while the other cannot 
THE HEGLEOT OF MOZAET. avocal atmosphere. I donotknowwhether Paderewski learn to do these things independently of the piano 
■ .. ever made extended study; of: Mozart playing or noti; I within six months or a year. 
Br w, J. Henderson. am inclined to think,not. Bnt the point to be made here I suppose that suchperceptions of tone relationship 
It is a great pity that the pianoforte music of Mozart is this: the MoZart piano music and style of perform- are a perfectly valid measure of musical education, and 
is so much neglected by teachers in these days. To be sure ance «* essentially vocal, and study of it under intelligent that beyond the power of the mind to grasp such rela¬ 
the technics of piano playing have advanced enormously teaching will go far toward giving a student command of tionBhips the ability to execute is a purely mechanical 
sines the days of the gifted Wolfgang, and digital feats the singing quality of tone. This music ought to be matter, having so more art in It than there is in the 
which astonished crowds of his hearers would is our studied and this tone acquired before the pupil begins ability to hit the keys of & typewriter with rapidity and 
tirae evoke no comment whatever. But it is as an anti- w®rb m Chopin, Schumann, and Liszt. For Chopin accuracy. If the piano teacher assents to this proposi¬ 
ng to thi8 very p0jB0n of excitement that Mozart-study especially there Is no better groundwork in tone produc- tion, and believes that playing notes>ccurately upon the 
should be employed. Now-a-days we are nothing if not inS Mozart. ' . piano does not necessarily lead to thinking tones clearly' 
surprised, and we are rapidly falling into the grievous The severer-technical; stadias, covering the.devices'of and grasping all the combinations .which ester into the 
error of regarding the piano as, in some sense, a com- modern writers, especially those of the romantic school, structure of music, the question arises, How, then, shall 
pressed orchestra. Indeed, no less an authority on might well be left till after the Mozartian style has been this department receive attention ? What shall I do to 
matters pertaining to this instrument than Anton Rubin- thoroughly mastered. And lei tm urge once again that assure myself that musical perceptions are, growing in 
stein'has written'a concerto in which the'piano is sap- tomll not do simply to put Mozart’s music before the the pupil’s brain, while technical facility is being acquired 
a position equal pupil and make him play it. He must be required to with the keyboard ? 
play it in. the way in which Mozart wished to have it Robert Schumann’s suggestion is the right one—the 
’ * tagnifi- played- Therein lies the secret. If this wests done more pupil must sing. Singing reveals exactly what the mind 
and of endurance far beyond frequently than it now is, we should not so often hear is thinking, while the keyboard does not. Singing com- 
> should tbe beautiful song-likemelodies of Chopin ruined by a pels constant effort to conceive pitch clearly,while piano 
ights with the “ Transcendental tard toncl1 and a brittle» unvocal style. playing does not. 
This is, of course, a slight exaggera- ” Schumann intimates that the quality or quantity of the 
[For The Etude.] voice does not signify. The educational value of singing 
:fg foe piaho pupils. is jn8t as gfeat to pnpi17th .cfack®d and whee7 
_ tones as to the onewho can make rich ana naentgoimas,. 
by fbedebic w. boot. ‘ with the voice. This pointshonld be clearly established, 
- _ for there are very few singing teachers of eminence who 
Robert Schumann s maxims or Rales (jQ noj. brusquely discourage any applicant for lessons 
sts” are a mine of good sound sense. who has a poor voice. y 
ire usually so ftigardadj for piano leach-, ... ;fjjbg j.raditions. and - consequently;the prevailing opin- 
iem to be familiar with them, and a i0ns upon singing, are such as to make those with com - 
them is very likely to be lying about monp]ace voices feel that they are absurdly presuming 
lios where the young idea is trained to •£ ^bey attempt to sing. These traditions may be all 
ance by means of the piano. • very wejj jf we regar<j only the entertaining of audiences 
maxims, however-1—that one which says j,y jnean8 of singing,- but they are wrong when we con- 
self to sing at sight” seems rarely to sider singing, as an educational factor. Children learn 
,t its full value, as far as my observation mathematics as a. part of their education, not to enter- 
n recognized the fact that it is possible tain others as lightning calculators. They learn gram- 
> the keyboard all his days without get- mar an(j rhetoric for their own self-respect, not to shine 
“t° b*8 head. before the public as anthors; and the majority con their 
in playing her painihlly-acquired piece geography without first estimating their chance of living 
and to get one or two beats behind her in history as explorers. 
so continues to the end of the phrase, is jjke manner one may sing with the object of devel 
lin my own knowledge. To be sure, in 0pjng certain faculties, even if he has “ but little voice,” 
e iB not much head for music, but what a8 Schumann says. 
tl devel d; a- 1 not nly did this j>j,q nev traditions in music are tending to make it 
nnction not to le her right hand k; ow more a mattcr o!" education than of personal display, 
nd was doifig, but she went farther and How teachers may; use singing as a factor in piano 
.r from meddling with either. instruction, will be the subject of my next article, 
rho learn the piano take naturally, with- fio-OT — 
ruct D, to thinking in musical phrase. STUDIES. 
in their heads easily. Studies are just as often musical works in the genuine 
young pupils with this inborn mnsical senge 0f the term musical, as pieces that sail under some 
not only the air of certain pieces in which foreign or high-sounding, imaginative name, and have a 
sted, bat also, here and there, in arpeg- flaming title-page. This is especially so of the music of ™»'-»- .*-h« .ha. fan, .rrs 
■e of the music. pjeceB for that grade as a Ciouieuti sonatina fora higher 
posed to ni ce successfully its cla to 
to that le orchestra. 
Because we are blessed with instruments of m 
cent to : e-producing power i 
the dreams os f er, it ies n< tow 
spend our days and i, 
Studies” of 
tion of truth. 
their pupils abundant training in Bach, Clement 
Beethoven. Bach, aB the foundation of all pian 
playing, is, of course, the foundation of all pianoforte 
study, dementi is an absolute necessity, and while 
Beethoven added nothing to the development of piano 
technics, he is musically invaluable. But after those 
three the student is plunged into the moderns, and in 
three cases oat of fife gets very little Mozart, and that, 
too, without any special instruction in the nature and 
requirements of Mozart’s piano music. 
Now, we owe the . essential nature of Mozart’s piano 
style to two things: First, to the introduction of the -use 
of the thumb by J. S. Bach, and second, to Mozart’s 
training in vocal composition. Emanuel Bach, is ills 
“ True Manner of Playing the Clavichord ” says: “ Me- 
thinks mnsic ought principally to move the heart, and in 
this no performer will succeed by merely thumping 
and dr* amin « continual ph i Dur¬ 
ing the last few years my chief endeavor lias been to play 
the pianoforte, in spite of its deficiency in sustaining 
sound, le in ing i u and to 
compo >r it accordingly i onyof 
Otto Jashn, the authoritative biographer of Mozart, that 
1 foils red the heoiy ind pra ics of Emanuel B h. 
Says Jahn: “ He exacts a clear, song-like delivery of the 
long-drawn melodies, and a 1 quiet, steady ’ hand, which 
should make the passages ‘ flow like oil.5 ” ' He tells as 
further, what the compositions show plainly enough for 
themselves, that almost all of Mozart’s passages depend 
upon scales or broken chords. The jumps and crossings 
of later players are rare is his works, sad he did not in¬ 
troduce the rapid passages in thirds, sixths, and octaves, 
which Clementi employed with such freedom. In short, 
Mozart never sought to produce any massive elects on 
the piano. He aimed at a clear, limpid, song-like style, 
evolved from scale passages, made practicable by Bach’s 
introduction of the thumb. We may say that he could 
get little more out of the instruments of his day. That 
is, however, set the question for us. It behooves ns 
to inquire whether a conscientious study of Mozart’s 
pianoforte music, and of the Mozartian manner of 
playing it, would not be a powerful assistance to ns 
iri the cultivation of the art of producing a beautiful 
singing tone. One of the secrets of Paderewski’s 
playing is his marvelous command of this singing 
tone. The more closely the piano, the violin, the 
’cello, tie orchestra approaches the infinite significance 
jap 
eige of tuition nr musig 
BT RICHARD HIUjGENBERG. 
of earn- Application.. True humility does not necessarily 
ijaselvc-f 'ea£^ *° self-depreciation. It seeB i id ec the 
K 3id- s^un^®nce of knowl e yet to be 
?-.re tat- ca* lcior’6S yet *° -be won • ad rdinf If for t 
child of ni n to nse 
in it every faculty. The pupil may, therefore, well b© 
ed to a of i hiB work, elimi¬ 
nating all oatside entanglements; for henp, as elsewhere, 
■ i not be serv> successfully. Critical 
analysis of the mnsic before him is a necessity, for how 
can one play what he does not see and comprehend ? 
Music is fell of minute points needing attention, as, for 
example, length and . location, force and fingering for 
notes, value of rests, dots, slurs, ties, and the rest, so 
many of which are overlooked thoughtlessly, the loss of 
which also detracts from- the artistic quality of perform¬ 
ance. To secure the dozen or more points that fre¬ 
quently come in a second of time demands critical 
analysis, both of the page and of the performance. 
Logical reasoning also should be called into active, use 
in many a passage, and memory constantly exercised, 
if the pupil wishes his progress to be free from hinder¬ 
ing blunders; and all such qualities demand full appli¬ 
cation.-.:,' . . , 
III. Persistence. Spasmodic virtues (which may 
hird » l- called virti i becau e of a '■ sm-r ralu 3) 
do little in the development of character, musical or 
otherwise. The cramming for examinations may call for 
at nse split fion bu itt nfiu n in me ig 
is slight; the spurt may win the boat race, but the spurt 
is possible only because of the months of steady and 
unvarying effort in the training of the oarsman. Enthu¬ 
siasm is delightful, praiseworthy, and profitable, but the 
persistent performance of every day’s little duties out¬ 
ranks all things else and secures the highest reward. 
The teacher may well urge the pupil to patient continu¬ 
ance in well-doing, first, however, showing in himself 
the appropriate example. 
IV. Regard for the rights of others. No man liveth 
unto himself; each is closely identified with others, and, 
while being influenced by those around him, should in 
turn influence them for their good. - There is a tho¬ 
roughly blameworthy selfishness among musicians which 
says in substance, “ My music is to me a sacred art. I 
must not'play by myself or for my friends anything 
below the highest grade of music. My friends may 
not appreciate such music, but their lack must not 
cause me to lower my standard.” Not so said Theo¬ 
dore Thomas, who twenty years ago did so much to 
elevate the public taste. His shrewd combinations of 
Tram aI}sr Sawiioke 
If - one looks through the advertisements cm tuition 
which appear in the newspapers of most large cities, one 
finds them principally made up of the business cards of humanity who has studied for years and made heavy 
music teachers. We say “music teachers,” for so they pecuniary sacrifices in so doing. 
are called by the large majority of that public which A profitable and seasonable step for the music students 
reads these advertisements in order to see how cheaply s11 Parts to take would be to meet together in order 
it is possible to obtain tuition in. music. And, in truth, t0 concert ways and means of offering a determined 
it i8 specially in the region of music that such endless front to this parasitical excrescence in music teaching, 
offers are made to the public, that it is not to be won- So many abuses have already been eradicated, especially 
cfered at if the teacher who asks the lowest price obtains *n student circles. Why, then, should music students 
the preference. * • not succeed in bringing into that which so nearly con- 
These prices a re certainly ofttimes extraordinarily cern8 them an alteration which would redound not only 
lOW) and in this respect Berlin takes the lead of all to their own personal benefit, but also to that of the 
other cities. Whereas it. was formerly rare to find a whole musical profession? We will gladly place the 
music teacher who would take less than fifty to seventy- columns of our paper at disposal for the purpose of ven- 
five cents for a lesson, music teachers of both sexes at tilating suggestions and communications on this subject, 
the present day offer their services—if. they wish to be and strive to further the solution thereof by word and 
very dear—for twenty-five cents per hour. Others reduce deed. 
their terms to 20, 15,12J, 7$, 6J cents, and even to less. Translated for The Etude by Harry Brett. 
In fact, a cup of coffee is not infrequently gladly accepted Leipzig, October 21, 1892. 
as the fee for a music lesson ! 
The public to whom such a rich assortment of 1 ‘ tuitive 
power” is offered to choose from, naturally attributes 
the feverish heating-down of emoluments to the great 
competition, without taking the trouble of considering 
that such competition does not in reality exist in any 
excessive degree, but rather that the old saying about 
the “public who wish to be cheated’’finds herein its 
justification, 
The teachers, and more. particularly the lady section, 
rho 01 stitui i he ma n c n | efcit op, 1 r - erti llj 4 me 
ime eally\ raderf a '<><•> aswhtrpossessscarcelyth 
most elementary knowledge of music, but who, neverthe¬ 
less, give instruction in mnsic with the noblest effrontery 
“just to earn a few cents for pocket money.” They are ' 
often the daughters or sons of well-situated fathers ; | 
the desire to teach music seizes them like a malady to i 
which they must succumb. An advertisement to this 
end only costs a4ew cents, and there still exist plenty 
of that class of people whom Carlyle described under the 
term “mostly fools.” 
But have these so-called music teachers (of b,oth sexes) 
ever considered that they are guilty of continuous 
fraud in practicing a branch of instruction for which, 
owing to the want of a regular course of study, they do 
not possess the necessary theoretical and practical 
knowledge ? True it is that “ where there is no plaintiff 
THE IEA0HEB A- MISSIONARY. 
11 BOOM AT THE TOP," 
BY A. L. MAN’OHESTBR.; 
THE DELIGHTS OF HEAL STUDY—A music study was to aim at perfection in the smallest 
details; that no one who had a slipshod way of playing 
__ seal is and es b cises could expe ct a finished performance 
Extracts prom a Lecture by Madame A. Pupin. of a sonata °r a fantasia: thafc a snperficial method of ■■ ‘ ■ • study would never lead to -artistic development. She 
urged the pupils to consider that the practice of the 
The Excelsior College for Young Ladies is situated in a studies of Czerny and others led to the easy and fluent 
small town in one of the Western States. For years performances of similar passages when found in solo 
Prof. Zero had taught music to the generations of young pieces ; and that such exercises properly played were 
ladies who had come and gone. In some mysterious delightful to practice and charming to listen to. In ex¬ 
way Prof. Zero managed to convey the impression that amplification of her remarks Miss Ferry sat down to 
he was a walking encyclopedia of musical knowledge, the piano and played the fifth and sixth Velocity Studies 
though he never would converse on the subject of music, by Czerny. Such wonderful playing, such rapidity, yet 
When asked his opinion oh matters musical he would, so delicate, clear, and even, made the girls hold their 
by a shrug of the shoulders and a raising of the eye- breath; they could hardly believe them to be the same 
brows, suggest that he knew much more than he would exercises they had been thumping out to Miss Ferry, 
like to tell, and if he were to express his opinion, it Their disdain seemed suddenly changed to mortification, 
might revolutionize all the affairs of the earth, so he Miss Ferry then had her Virgil Practice Clavier brought 
apt Ms t mu It in, and proceeded to show how.an exercise should be 
When Prof. Zero died suddenly at the beginning *of | worked up, from a slow rate of speed in which all the 
the school year, his loss was believed to be irreparable, i motions were controlled by consciously directed mental 
Nevertheless the Directors sent post-haste to New York effort, up to a high rate of Bpeed in which these motions 
for the very best piano teacher to be had ; and they were had become automatic, or unconsciously perfect, by 
aghast when little Miss Ferry made her appearance. In I means of numerous repetitions in exactly the same way. 
their eyes Miss Ferry had three faults: she was small ; She then played a Cramer 6tude with different degrees 
and slight, and consequently she could not be strong; ;of speed,'first on the clavier and then on the piano, and 
she was young, and therefore she could not know much ; afterward gave a brilliant performance of the Toccata 
and thirdly* she was a woman, and it followed as a matter by Czerny. The girls’ surprise increased. Mian Ferry 
of course that she could not be thorough* nor command then went on to explain that by this method of study 
respect and obedience. But as it was impossible to one’s execution would become so reliable that in play- 
change matters, the Directors decided to make the best ing a piece the mind wodid not be taxed to overcome 
of it for a while, and they awaited the usual reports mechanical difficulties, but be free to express the senti- 
of bad lessons £nd insubordination, but to their sur- ment desired. Miss Ferry added that the aim'of an ex¬ 
prise none came. On the contrary, there was before ercise was the attainment of some technical difficulty, 
long an increased interest in study that was incompre- that the 6tude had a similar aim, but had also an artis- 
hensible. tic purport which the exercise had not; and she then 
Prof. Zero had taught Czerny and Cramer for so many played a number of 6tudes, to wit: Etude in E major by 
years that the old pianos could almost play without Moscheles, a charming Etude in octaves by Henselt, 
human assistance. Many matrons of the present day Arpeggio Etude by Chopin, Tremolo Etude by Thalberg* 
can recall Prof. Zero’s style of teaching—“No! Nol La fileuse by Raff, and Fairy Fingers by Mills. The 
zat iss not right.’’ “ No, you must not play like zat; girls were now completely captivated. A rare charm of 
if you play like zat you will nevaire .be a playaire.” manner, coupled With a certain dignity and decision of 
“ You know not howto play zat mordent? Zen what character, commanded theiri respect and won for Miss 
for you study piano?” “My, dear Mees* I can’t tell Ferry their future loyal devotion. The last piece was 
wha to lo wiz )u, >u kr > ozzing yo 1 do nozzing dubbed “Ferry Fingers,” and it became at once the 
- tr t if ii.'1 .  .’Ma ® . i . 
Old saws, proverbs, maxims, and mottoes contain 
many excellent truths forcibly expressed. An exceed¬ 
ingly valuable method of arresting attention and of en¬ 
forcing truth is by the use of some pungent expression, 
\vhieh attracts by its very quaintness and impresses itself 
upon the mind. . The use of such sayings, however, is 
likely to become over-plenty, so that it is often applied 
to half-truths, if not to false premises. 
“There is room at the top,” is a saying"'true and yet 
deceiving. There is undoubtedly “room at the top.” 
The highest excellence is practically certain of apprecia¬ 
tion 5 fine abilities and push are almost inevitably sure 
of reaching the goal of their ambition, and ia this sense 
“there is room at the top.” There is, nevertheless, a 
possibility of deception about the statement which it 
were well for all to carefully ponder. 
To tell an aspirant for fame and fortune that “ there 
is room at the top,” ia to arouse his ambition, raise his 
hopes, and, to a greater or less degree, give your guar¬ 
anty of his ultimate success. While it is always the 
■.duty of the teacher or successful one to help and en¬ 
courage in every possible way those who. are striving 
upward, there should be great care taken as to the 
grounds for the encouragement.. To say to such anone, 
“ther< at ! “pre« >*n and 
you will get there.” ■ But do all who strive eagerly and 
earnestly get there ? Are there not many of fair ability, 
earnest purpose, and never-failing push who never can 
get there ? 
The fact of the matter is, there “ is room at'the top ” 
for those only, who possess unusual ability. 
In every line of professional work competition has 
become exceedingly strong. Every resource of inventive 
and imitativ >o iris tiled inti ic to 'ane of 
musical work, whether of composition, theory, criticism, 
o ’ p dt ,g )gi es, is mi eh h jh sr ih m if i is bat a f< u y ai 
ago. The character of the performance now required from j 
pianu * singer is » 1 fond is it onl n sntl wa | 
The effect of all this is to demand greater ability and 
knowledge from both teacher and artist. What would 
have passed for a superlative effort but a short time ago 
is only mediocre now. In short, while we have been 
climbing to the top, the top has been doing some climb¬ 
ing on its own account and naw rears itself at a higher 
altitude. The lesson to'be taken to-ourselves under 
such circumstances is to modify our assertion, that 
“there is room at the top,” by adding to it the words, 
“for those who have sufficient ability.” . . 
Many a student who would have been successful in his 
degree if his energies had been properly directed, has 
missed his chances, become discontented and discour¬ 
aged, because of inevitable failure resulting from striv¬ 
ing to do what he could not. Let those who are looked 
to for advice base their predictions upon verities. Let 
them search and satisfy themselves as to the measure of 
ability, and then frankly estimate the chances for suc¬ 
cess and honestly tell to what height the aspirant may 
hope s • rise. 
While there is room at the top for great abilities, there 
is room all along the way for conscientious, knowing, weil- 
- directed effort. He who cannot hope to move the world 
can move his immediate circle for good, and thereby help 
to move the whole fabric in that he has made one of its 
parts better. Union of sneb effort does the greatest and 
moat enduring good. Rank' and file are needed as well 
as commanding officers. 
The country music teacher, if he knows, as he should 
and can know, and does his best, may feel his work to 
be as important as the one whose name appears in high 
places. To set the ideal high is right and proper, but 
common sense is also a factor in true Buccess, and it 
! * '..to:../'-. y ye.to- c#*yto'.. ':7-■ ■ ■' - 
does not pay to become overbalanced by high ideals. 
Find your Iras level, and then idealize its work, patting 
forth your best efforts and the result will be eminently 
satisfactory to all concerned. . - 
i 
right;” ambition of every girl to play it as Miss Ferry had 
None of the young ladies ever seemed to think it done, 
strange that the Professor should continually tell them Miss Ferry now proposed that they should take up a 
what was wrong and never tell them what was right, certain method of study with the aim of giving, in a few 
One day a venturesome Miss, with far more irrev- months’ time, a public performance, in which each num 
erence than any one had ever before dared openly to ber on the programme should be an exercise or 6tude. 
show to the Professor, cried out, “ Well! you play it, The girls set to work with a will and soon proved Miss 
Professor, and then I shall know exactly how it ought to Ferry’s often quoted remark, that a systematic and 
go.” The Professor repaid her audacity by a withering rational method of study wiU make even disagreeable 
glare, which seemed to say that it was an unheard of things interesting. The girls’ progress was so distinctly 
thing to think it waB necessary to play in order to be visible to themselves that they became daily more inter- 
able to teach, or to do a thing one’ s self in order to show ested and ambitions; several new pianos had replaced 
another how it should be done. the old instruments of torture, and a number of Practice 
yMissTerry was introduced to the school as the new Claviers had also been purchased, which had stimulated 
instructor in music: she smiled and bowed and invited the young ladies to higher efforts. In an incredibly 
the muBic pupils to meet her in the hall the next day. short time they were ready for their first Musicale, over 
At the hour appointed the young ladies repaired to the two hundred persons, friends of the College, had been 
Music Hall, nose in air, and each with a secret feeling invited and curiosity had been excited by the novel idea 
of superiority to the modest looking young woman who of a programme containing only exercises. The pro- 
awaited them there; they were concocting some tricks gramme began with some four-handed pieceB for the 
to play off on the new teacher, as they used to do on the younger pupils—five-finger exercises for the pnpil, with 
old. The poor old Professor having no self-control was a lovely harmonized accompaniment for a more ad- 
unable to control others. vanced pnpil, by Johanssen, Op. 12; major and minor 
It would be interesting to recount how Miss Ferry scales with harmonized accompaniment by Moscheles, 
aBked each young lady to play a study by Czerny, and also four hands ; a selection from Cramer’s Studies with 
how she interrupted the playing at the ninth or tenth bar obligato for second piano, by Henselt; Feu roulant, 
and called upon the next pupil; it would be interesting Etude. d’ agilitfi by Duvernoy for two pianos. TI 
to describe the different styles of playing indulged in by remainder of the programme consisted of exer 
the different pupils and, above all* to give an idea of the etudes for two hands, which were taken from ,th 
inward rage of each player as she felt she was being sitiohB of Czerny, Chopin, Henselt, and Thai 
“ sized up,” so to speak. concert pleased everybody—the audience, thi 
• After these brief examinations, in which Miss Ferry and the pupils themselves, who having ac 
had noted with critical judgment the abilities and defects selves bo creditably were not only willinj 
of each pnpil, she made a pretty little speech, assuming, more ardor, but acknowledged tha 
as a matter of course, their co-operation with nil her systematically .pursued had a fascini 
! « <■ « . , .■% a.. _____ » .1____ A. _ Ai- —.. 
m 
-She told tie® that the secret, of success is known.; to them. 
For s& number of years he was conductor of orchestras of must be considered for himself, appreciated for himself, 
small theatres. Suddenly he appeared in public as an and be enjoyed for himself. 
eminent pianist and gained great Buccess. But a certain Among the pianists of the gentler sex Clara Schumann 
eccentric carelessness prevents him from being the master ranks first. A brilliant lustre beams around this woman, 
of his luck. His big Angora cat, with which he usually in whose life chords full of blissful happiness mingle 
travels, is dearer to him than an experienced business strangely with harsh and piercing dissonances.' Clara 
manager, to whom he need only say a few pleasant words Schumann was the daughter of the famous old piano 
in order to receive an engagement for a concert. In teacher, Friederich Wieck, a highly gifted but queer 
Paris, for the fees he had received, he had a coach and and stubborn man. She was born at Leipzig, Septem- 
four, ills© & magnificent1 villa, but only for eight days; ber 18, 1819. The extraordinary artistic stir at' the* 
then in the struggle' for existence he translated a few father’s home, which was open to all artists and ama- 
I chapters of Schopenhauer into the French language. . •. teurs of the old lime-tree city on the Pieisse, was such 
As a pianist Friedheim stands in the front rank. The a wonderful stimulus upon the great talent of the child, 
characteristic features of his playing are a steely power, that Clara was already a pronounced artistic individnal- 
an untiring perseverance, a firm touch, and a technic ity when others first arriye at the completion of their 
which stands upon the height of modern virtuosity. He technical studies. Having scarcely bloomed into maid- 
ig-~ ®v Liszt interpreter of rank and exclusively a Liszt enhood, she had become a star is the concert halls. 
Even Goethe paid homage to her, and she never had 
any reason to believe that it was merely flattery. Tk6 
of its | deep, true love for Robert Schumann was the cause of 
many painful sorrows for her, because her father ob- 
m&rriage with the fanciful,composer. 
BY FERDINAND PFOHL. 
Translated from the German by C, W. Grimm, 
player. . Highly gifted characters are always limited in 
their .peculiarities..: Where a genius, oir & shallow rihdi- 
yiduality—if this is not a contradiction—by means 
rare power to adapt itself, masters all styles and forms, 
and i ots them on its reported % son •: 3 stho sn ject 1 leriot 1] t - 
now, then Schumann and Brahms and Liszt, or believes Finally, by the aid of the law, Robert and Clare be- 
to have done so, the genius will perhaps falter there, came a pair in 1840. But few were the years of bliss, 
where the so-called ‘‘ good pianist” will see no difficulty A short time thereafter, when Schumann had removed 
whatever. A genius often drifts into specialities, as even to Diisseldorf, the first traces of that terrible brain 
Goethe, in spite of his universality, proves; then a single disease appeared which drove the noble sonl of Schu- 
idea is made a life’s work. Goethe was a scientist, an mann to the attempt of self-destruction, and finally let 
anatomist, an optician, a statesman, even—Excellency, it expire in the darkness of insanity. .... Clara 
but he was always a poet. A true Liszt player who plays Schumann found that consolation in art which life 
Beethoven is to be compared with Goethe, who writes a itself could give her no more. . She, lived temporarily 
in Berlin and Baden-Baden. Since 1879 she lives in 
: -■ ^■ j——— j—, Frankfort-on-the-Main. Clara Schumann, as a pianist, 
' W ' -breathes the ozone of romantic art; the works of her 
' '■ ' , Ijr husband, above all, she can infuse with budding life, 
r* ;■'> Why, in them lives her own soul, a piece of her most 
inner self; everywhere remembrances of a vanished 
! ’’ ; ~~r bliss. There is a peculiar charm about Clara Schumann 
I -f as an artist. Liszt said of her: “When she mounts 
/*v the tripod of tbe temple, a woman speaks to us no more ; 
| v - she does not converse with us as a poetess of earthly 
passions, of the fierce struggle of human fates, nor does 
1 she persuade us by her -grand eloquence, still less does 
V* '*'•>* she ask for our sympathies. A submissive servant, full 
1-/if| l'i "jpi* of faith and reverence to the Delphic god, she performs 
® the religious worship with a conscientious trnthfttlness 
' '' i - '' '' IpH' that makes one shudder; she trembles for fear that she 
.? should miss a single iota of the oracle to be announced, 
or emphasize wrongly a syllable; she subdues her own 
claba Schumann. feelings in order not to become gnilty as a deceptive in¬ 
terpreter. She abstains from her own suggestions in 
“ science of colors ; ” there is much that is grand, impor- order to announce the oracle like a true prophet. A 
tant, and astonishing, bat, nevertheless, one notices a fatal faultless perfection characterizes every tone of this gentle 
tendency to display the knowledge of curious facts! To and suffering sibyl, who, breathing heaven’s ether, is 
be a specialist is only allowable when the specialist is bonnd to the earth by her tears only.” 
also a true artist. And such is Friedheim. A bond of spiritual relationship unites Clara Schu- 
Another representative among modem pianists is mann to Clotilde Kleeberg. This artist is also disposed 
Moritz Rosenthal. Rosenthal is the phenomenon of to a lyrical mood. Being more elegant than grand, 
absolute technic, the incarnate bravour, the embodied more gently pleasing than resistingly persuasive; being 
virtuosity/^ He was born in Vienna in 1860. In his more finely finished than reverberating with strong emo- 
native town he received an excellent scientific and musi- tions, more tasty and graceful than fantastically gro- 
cal education. To his marvelous technic Liszt gave the tesque, the playing of Clotilde Kleeberg is exceedingly 
last bleBsing. Then Rosenthal concertized with brilliant sympathetic. She understands exceedingly well how to 
success in America for a number of years; In 1890 he logically analyze a work of art and to arrange the poet- 
appeared in the German concert halls and aroused ical moods. Over her playing there hovers an air of 
wherever he played unbounded amazement with Ms maidenliness, of girl-like sweetness.Clotilde 
indescribable mastery over the piano, Rosenthal also Kleeberg was born June 27, 1866, of German parents, 
is exclusively a specialist. He expends an excess of at Paris. Intelligent teachers of the Paris Conserva- 
brilliant fireworks, the most difficult pieces are too easy tory took excellent care of her fine talent, which was 
for him, and as a result he remodels them for himself discovered at an early age. When she was but twelve 
abthub PBiKDHEiM. and decorates them with garlands of passages in thirds, years old, and adorned with several prizes already, the 
with chains of arabesques. And yet he always plays tender girl played in several concert populairea con- 
tion of;pianists. He was born of German parents, Octo- with the utmost ease. His strength is wonderful. He ducted by Pasdeloup, among other things Beethoven’s 
ber 26, 1869, in St. Petersburg. Besides a stupendous reminds one of Antmus in Greek mythology, who derived C-minor Concert, and was enthusiastically applauded by 
virtuosity trained by the old Weimarian master, Fried- fresh strength from each successive contact with his an audience that numbered thousands. Since then 
heimi acquired an excellent-education, such as is un- mother earth, and thus it seems as if from the keys of Clotilde Kleeberg has splendidly maintained the reputa- 
common among musicians, and still more among virtu- Rosenthal’s piano, like from an inexhaustible accumula- tion of an exceptional ju&nistic talent on numerous con- 
osos. He can even speak a littlg^Latin. Friedheim is tor, new strength ever passed over to him, the player, cert tours. 
the nomad among the modern pianists. He leads a Rosenthal is a mechanical genius, or, as some may think, Annette Essipoff also demonstrates the cardinal tlieem 
Bohemian life, that overloads him with superabundance an ingenious mechanism. Among the eminent pianists of Friederich Nietzsche, that everything divine has a 
to-day and brings him into queer situations to-morrow, he stands off farthest from Rubinstein and Billow. He tender footing. Annette Essipoff is a highly poetic ar- 
1GNACE RyDKKEWBKI. 
'* 'r mssmm ssi 
reamuoii %n iuta a1 -ixuuur vuuuerw su« ima uui/ iyimu a wuiiuwmg uum*vu muu. irag.mvuu iiue-iimrjs; ’ji u mbujiwr, r „ .% *■■ ,. *».« * 5 T , , v 
. , _ . , . ■, ... , mu . . , , . ., , , , , „ , I am the victim of theory; and 1 am told that! can 
nv&l. tinier- mr fingers the, composition becomes a ihe material' and spiritual penetrate amm other tiers* never be eared, I had the ambition to become a ginger,: 
poem Ml of passion, fall of melancholy and fanciful the one at once presupposition as well as completion of and a theorist spoiled my voice., He had peculiar ideas' 
emotions. Her playing avoids all external display, it the other. In Sophie Mentor the Liszt school ©f vir- 48the anatomy of the vocal organs, and a peculiar 
does not dazzle; hut for that there is so much more tuoaos, which inaugurated the newer piano epoch, has developing them | and jhe was eo sMIlfel that 
warmth of feeling. Mar tone is not great, has it is slier- played its greatest tramp. Sophie mutes is no special- ginger'master’s idea was to sketch a model of Ms swa, 
oughly saturated with mature beauty and sweetness; her ist, although she' is a genius; she plays Beethoven and and then attempt to improve nature up to it. His motto 
Chopin with the same perfection as she interprets was: ‘1 We do not. want nature, but art; we do not want 
Liszt. beauty, but aesthetics.” He made me sing and practice 
... , ' , . - the dumb.-bell exercise at the same time. He invented 
heresa UarreHo was born December 22,1853, at Car- vocal exercises that brought the perspiration to my fore- 
acas, in Venezuela. Her father was a Minister of the head, and dull aching to every muscle in my body. He 
' State. She grew up as a pianist in America, and con- dictated bills of fare for all my meals ; and his ear was 
. i . “*•**«• — -y~hte'hlh;i'te1:;.;yfh:ti 
>' - cess. She represents quite a different species of piano theory was perfect; only it was a false- theory, and his 
playing. A heroine like Sophie Menter, yet a Cesarian scholars suffered for it. He accuses vulgar nature, but I 
/ . tit’ • m individuality, of the proudest self-glory of her virtuosity, know ^ifc was his over-refined theory that destroyed 
/ Z'~ *■ \ °f a bravour that has not its like.^ In her playing an un- %3“g as a ainger, I determined to become a pianist; 
restrained, but wonderfully grand, liberty often sweeps and, once again, j became the pupil of ■ a' theorist—of a 
/ along like the stormy prairie winds, minding no obstacle man who turned out musicians all of one pattern. From 
■’ ' ■! and never looking backward. . . . . Theresa Carrefio is a human being 1.was converted into an automaton. No 
I a Hercules in piano playing. In her touch there is zeal was displayed in arranging'my elbows at the proper 
oftener than par- angle, and in giving a pi ,, I was 
-j} donable those especially womanly attributes,—loving lectured into believing that a delicate tone could be ex- 
-«"• } submission, tenderness, and gentleness. But as an indi- tracted from a piano key after it had been pressed down 
tv \ u~« - -l^iagarcsfr'' t- / • ... , , - % , , , . . ., ... andheiddown. 1 was taught that genius lay in the hands, 
\ l^tSStSSSk M m *&■' ™i<mlity and aB a type of the absolute virtuosity Mrs. and nofc in the head; ih.lt a particular position of the 
thanks to his influence and social position, I should be¬ 
come a favorite pianist anff share public approval with 
hundreds of other pianists turned out from the same mill. 
I became a machine and I graduated a machine. Feeling 
and thought were crushed out of me; I play Bach and 
Beethoven with the same cast iron stolidity ; my idea of 
pathos is to play pianissimo; my idea of passion is to 
pound on the keys till the strings give way. If I were to 
be killed for it I could not play the simplest sontag by 
Mozart; but this I do not regret, for my master insists 
that Mozart was dead and steeped in oblivion, and that 
modern art began with Wagner and his own pupils. I 
cannot sing; I cannot play the piano. I have spent a 
fortune in trying to learn, and I had talent to back it. 1 
am a victim to theory; a warning to those who have more 
ambition than sense; more modesty than ambition. The 
one valuable thing I have learned is this: Avoid a hum¬ 
bug, even though he has been crowned with the bay of 
public approval.—The Leader. < 
musical effect, should be formed by the student as soon 
as possible. Of course, this is natural t to a certain ex¬ 
tent to all players of a musical nature ; but, like a natur¬ 
ally good ear, or flexible hands, it is a thing capable of 
extensive cultivation. 
For this kind of work much depends on the make or 
one’s pianoforte. Bat given one of good quality, fine 
results may be obtained by playing single notes and 
chords very slowly; making the endeavor to produce a 
pure, ronnd, and long tone, ^without striking the keys 
heavily. If one becomes interested in this form of tone 
production, slow exercises will never seem tedious nor 
useless- Slow movements of sonatas, like the adagios 
of the “Moonlight ’’and the “Appassiona ta,” and pieces 
like Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words, Nos. 18 and 
22, and Godard’s “ Reverie,Pastorale ’’ and “Au Matin,” 
may alBO be practiced advantageously in this manner. 
Studies in pedaling may be Combined with this kind of 
work. 
Musical effect should also he kept in mind when ap¬ 
plying the finishing touches to rapid passages. After 
the first part of Chopin’s Fantasie Impromptu, for 
example, each passage should be studied with the pur¬ 
pose in view of making “waves” of tone, instead of 
resting content with simply playing the notes rapidly^ 
This latter style of playing such passages exhibits one’s 
dexterity of finger, but does not produce the best effects 
that h «*•- >toi e it at ble ‘ r'mr r >, -t 
OTTO H15GNJ5E. 
THE TRIALS AND TRIBULATIOJTS OP A shape, mouldj and fonn the trials and tribulations of have undertaken to show how to dispense with virtuosity 
MUSIO TEAOHEB. a music teacher’s life into one ecstatic state of glory.(?) in pianoforte music by discarding decqration, and in itp 
-- When the honest, conscientious teacher finds himself Pla°e ' T 
_ , band music approximates as closely as possible to 
They say that “ competition is the life of trade; if brought into such competition as this, these barnacles four-hand music, the mere appearance of evil being 
this be true, then the business of music teaching must and parasites that have no claim to be in the hnsibess avoided by usually writing sixty-fourths and one-hundred 
fairly bristle over with “ life,’? particularly so in all our whatever, is it not high time that they who stand in the and-twenty-eighth notes as quarters and eighths, and then 
larger cities, where the life of an ordinary music teacher fore front of the battle, should throw up a line of ^^J^^'Sfe^toJSS^e'end^^Se^of 
is apt to be strewn with “trials and tribulations.” defease, protecting it from the flank movements and climax, to play the same kinds of notes faster still. 
It has been commonly supposed that the profession of encroachments of as insidious an enemy ? culminating la a presto by way of conclusion. , 
a lawyer, or that of a doctor, is subjected to the most The public are not supposed to be qualified to such an As compared with the work of Chopin, who remained 
. , . * .. . , . , ,, , . o virtuose to the end, schnmann’E anti w tuoso I le 
competition, but of all the trades, occupations or pro- extent as to pass a correct judgment upon the claims and j^gy. be said to consist in\enouncing ornament, and 
fessions there is none, I think, ss overcrowded, or who proficiency of any and all who set themselves tip m cramming'the1 outlines-of-Mb pianoforte work with’ as 
can begin to show up such an array of “ professors ” as teachers in the art and science of music ; but what I many tones for .each harmony as they could well contain 
those who worship at the shrine of music, and who seek think would be feasible, and prove of great practical without suffocation. Hence, the same, sarcastic critic 
to earn their bread by teaching music. good to the community at large and the music profession expositions that, except when they are in the hands 
Now, it is far from my object to lay before the world, in general, is for our National and State organizations of a virtuoso of the first rank, they are aB heavy-gaited 
all the “ trials and tribulations ” that enter into a music not only to pass such rules and regulations as would as Mark. Twain’s Jumping Frog- after he had been 
teacher’s life, so that its recital would have a tendency to compel all who seek to enter the profession and follow distance h^coidd^le^ending the laying 
prevent an honest and conscientions student from enter- it for. a livelihood, to submit to these competitive exami- Th^recipe for Chopin’s virtuoso style, on the other 
ing into the profession, but rather, on the contrary, to nations to the end that they may be awarded a diploma hand, seems to hive been something like this: First, 
show, if possible, why the occupation of a music teacher substantiating their claimB to a professorship, but that design the composition; then go through it as with a fine- 
should not be surrounded with the same protection as a fund should be created for the purpose of advertising tooth comb, carefolly thinning out the tones which can 
any of our other trades, mid to show that it is juBt as in all our leading journals the fact that the public will and*finally, . fSdl reedless^abor-creating^dupHcatiSns 
much entitled to rank in dignity and in honor with any serve their own interests best, and protect themselves ot tones thus eliminatedj introduce an equivalent amount 
of our other intellectual and polite professions. from fraud and deception, by hiring no one as a teacher of graces, embellishments, and ornaments, for the 
To enter most any of our ordinary professions, the who cannot furnish such a diploma. purpose of. endowing the musical organization, with 
applicant must pass through a regular cpnrse of studies, lhis should alone emanate from and under the seal well as dignity and gravity and seriousness, 
under the supervision and government of duly appointed and authority of the National or a State Music Teachers’ Heaven forbid that any one should understand that 
officers, be it a College of Law, or of Physicians and Association, (and not delegated to any Conservatory of we would depreciate Schumann in- order to appreciate 
Surgeons, and the student, after submitting to a compe- Music, because they are largely private corporations,) Chopin. Heaven be praised instead for.the wealth of 
titive examination, if found worthy, is awarded with a but this power should alone reside m the National or 8uch inimitable and diverse products of genius as the 
commends.!) ride; they m state orgsiik-aijoi compositions of Schumann and Chopin, 
point in after life as evidence of their fitness to follow When in the bitter battle of life, people are forced It remains a fact, nevertheless, that both Chopin and 
and maintain their various avocations. into seeking some occupation, let nature follow out its Schumann began their careers as virtuoso players, and 
__ ,, . . , ,, , i j , that the chief source of the subsequent differentiation of 
Heaven save the mark, , however,—now-a-days,—the own laws—water will find its own level—and let all who their respective styles of pianoforte composition was the 
fact that Chopin remained a virtuoso to the end, while 
. s,    „...., A.... „       , ,  ,, .... t; 
four 3 artistic teeth more or less set in edge by the 
sour grapes of technic. When Robinson Crusoe was 
stranded on the desolate island, he managed to dispense 
It is the essence of sarcasm to' say that man who is with Parisian fashions, 
truly talented, who is gifted with genius, will fight his I believe I am betraying no confidence when I state 
to the front, in due coo,* of «„e to the fe^o^SS Sw •%££ 
topmost pinnacle of ,fame, for Mozart died almost a esque; ** at the same time Josefly feels convinced to his 
pauper, and Beethoven frequently did not have money very finger-tips that Chopin would have written certain 
enough to buy his music paper. passages in the Humoresque in a different way, without 
Whatwe need is cohesion, government, and restrictive dterimrthe idea in the least. He is perfectly sure 
, ’ ’ ; ' how C- opin v uld have set those measures lor the 
laws to protect the sacred precincts of music from the pianoforte, and is fond of playing the composition in 
invasion of these vandals. that way; but it is a matter of conscience with him to 
These laws should emanate from a State Music avail himself of such alterations only in the works of 
m „ „» a , . c .. masters aslegitimately enhance the effects intended, hat 
Teachers Association. one of whose primary functions never to make use in public of mere facilitations. Now, 
should be to educate the public up to the point that they as most of you are well aware, said Josefly has a 
may be enabled to discriminate between the musical remarkable technic. All the same, he has not yet 
quack and the one worthy of their patronage and sup- performed in public that particular favorite of his, the 
port. By the adoption of some such means as these we nSucTTcoffiparCn^as had here been instituted 
ennoble the art we follow and lift up the profession into between Schumann and Chopin mast not be pressed too 
as equally a high standing in the opinion of the comma- far. If, perchance, some Schumann enthusiast in this 
nity at large as the Doctor, Lawyer, or Divine. audience feels shocked to have had a single spot pointed 
r r n w out on tae *ace °*tae Bun °* als mns,cal armament, I 
- It. J3. dewier. humbly apologize to him for whatever I have said that 
savored of irreverence, and simply ask him to grant, 
with referenee to Schumamitf works, that they prove it 
better for a pianoforte composer to have been „ a 
virtuoso, and then like glorious Schumann have risen 
above it, than never to have played the pianoforte 
decently at all 1 • ’' 
. c t. uh into tl b b smess ■ t achmg music i 
undergo the same restrictions, and earn by their talents Schumann foolishly crippled his hand, and thenceforth 
the right to practice therein, in precisely the same 
ner as j on o i have doi 
Schumann, ohopin and virtuosity, 
BY A, B. PARSONS 
votaries. Moscheles and Paganini, and his dream, at one time, of There are many varieties of musical publications. 
As it stands now, every little Miss who can strum making a virtuoso tour, not only through Europe, but Among music journals may be found the general news- 
“Home, Sweet Home,” or “Johnny get your Gun,” setB als^ a! far as A“eri(;a- . , ■ ■ • paper, the trade journal, and the journal for the issuing 
,_u__ „ ,_, „ it. , io increase his virtuosity, he sought to conquer his of which it is hard to find a reason.—It ls emmently ' 
e P . f _ ri an7 charlatan can advertise fourth finger by keeping it motionless with the aid of a proper that all shades of opinion and classes of musical 
to teach music m five lessons; ” any musical tramp cord fastened to the ceiling above his instrument. He work should be represented, but one class of musical ■ 
with the rags and patches of some low beer garden, has carried this idea into practice for a number of hours journal is absolutely essential to teacher and pupil 
the audacity to caper and pose before the public as a one day‘ reBalt waB thafc never recovered the alike, and that is the educational journal which de- 
r . o At. « Ji ± . use of that finger. As Schumann thenceforth had no votes itself to systematic and well-directed efforts to 
. ’ ’ Pra7 Why, of the greatest further personal interest in virtuosity, it really does place before its readers information directly bearing 
instrument m the world the banjo, or the king of them seem to have fallen correspondingly into disfavor with upon their daily work. Such a journal is Tiie Etude. 
all—the accordeon ! him. From.that time we may date the rise of the Ascetic It is very easy to make statements while the reality 
Shades of Wagner and Beethoven! These are they or Schumannesque style of pianoforte writing, ’ as does not always confirm their truth, hut the surest way 
-i tt • i-i._f * j . , ,, opposed to the Epicurean or Chopinesque style, which to convince an intelligent, fair-minded musician of the 
tfaafc ar^ay’ feed> fatten> and thrivf at latter style, however, never really became ss florid, after worth of The Etude fa to have him'read it, 
crib or public ignorance, and who fairly hypnotize their ail, as Beethoven’s pianoforte Btyle. Its every department is filled with useful, r-r-v 
neighbors into the'belief that fortwenty-five cents per Thenceforth, a sarcastic critic might say, as a piano- to-the-point .matter. , Current events, .. 
lesson they will convert their clients’ children into forts fox. wh°had losfc Ms tail in-a trap of his gogics," ethics, aasthetics, and a reproduce-v< f.-i 
^ -]i , - i .1 ,,. ... , , * own setting, Schqmann set himself the task of showing of current literature-as found in othp'1 .'■■neatj rml 
aig.ee, that will astonish the world with their talent. _ a!1 other pianoforte foxes how unnecessary virtuoso books as they appear, can be found in its covers and 
These are they, that are our competitors and that tails were in general. Or, to drop the figure, he seems to interestingly presented as well. 
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(31) Musette-fhe neme of an old instrument like a bagpipe, and also Dance of a quiet character;'it is 
generally used as sJ*Trio,T to-the GavotteMStes80 tempo1’ the same movement, neither faster norslower 
(bV These groups should be played with an alternate depression and elevation-of the wrist on the: first 
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A. HIGHER EDUOj HOE IE 1 810. There ia no other branch of edacatipD that so coin- much precious time is wasted over this very nothing < 
pletely ignores accepted pedagogical and psychological every sound musician knows and every layman can 
observe. . 4 ^ •■.....’ ■' 
In another paper I have elaborated this subject and 
by Julius klauser. ground-principles;  
-- There is no other study over which so much energy, if Subject-
[Extracts from Introduction to Septonate.] time, and money are spent to bo little purpose and with demonstrated that the larger proportion of the difficulties 
Every serious-minded musician has a share in the such meagre returns in the way of ifltelligence *, that attend musical acquisition are the direct outgrbwths 
work of elevating the standard of musical intelligence, . There is no other study over which such an incalcu- of erroneous and frequently erratic methods, 
and the problem of raising this standard both in thepqblic lable amount of energy, time, and money is so indis- va^^^^Vcc^Sd of^^and^n^ 
and m the profession faces him every hour of the day. cnnnnately wasted ; . and also a large pariT of the profession, ar^ musicaUy 
Whether he is an amateur or a professional, he is al- There is no other Btndy which is kept up under the indiscriminate. Music is generally studied, and a great 
ways an educator, inasmuch as his influence is felt in supervision of a teacher for so many successive years— fondness for music is evinced by that smaller fraction 
his community, and this means just so much good in the the average being from eight to ten years ; * refinement ^ at rePresents ouft highest intelligence and 
long-run. From year to year there is a slow advance, .There is no other study in which theory is so com- While this cultured class derives its highest enjoy- 
on the one hand, in the quality of what the public wants pletely separated from practice, and, therefore, no 'other ment in all other artB and' sciences through an apprecia- 
and demands, on the other hand, in the quality of what study in which a student learns so little or nothing of tion tkat is directly evolyed from intelligent discrimina- 
the profession supplies. I need hardly, mention that in the what and of the why of things. As a consequence, & ^ane \OWjr 
, cial- x- x xx to j 1 senses and ib, therefore, physical and sensual. Indeed, 
tJiis connection reference is not made to that large pro- there, is no other class oi students in which the student it fa astonishing that- the intelligent can stoop to spend 
portion of the profession that regards the relations of is so ignorant of his subject, is trained so blindly, and is their valuable time, and so much of it, in soindiscrimi- 
demand and supply in music as a basis of trade. kept in such an utter state of dependence on his master’s n&te,.I may say, so barbarous a manner, for as soon 
What is greatly to be desired and most needed is a judgment. As an unavoidable consequence of all this, fndi^idfaE 
higher plane of musical education. The relations of no other art or science is subjected to so much volatile dividual falls to the level of an uncivilized socage.' To be sure, this intelligent representative of society 
music and society at large are not difficult to observe. and verbose opinionating by both public and profession, has a way of translating the sensations and emotions 
The public must and will have what it wants, and every With all due regard for improved methods of instruc- which music moves his spirit, into all sorts of lan- 
mnsician knows that the general public is best contented tion, music is still taught and studied on a basis of indis- |K£6di^ tymnet 
with a low; class of music. Roughly speaking, the poorer crimination, In plain language students are not taught not be mistaken for musical intelligence, as it socom- 
the class of music, the larger the number of applauders ; nor do they learn to hear $ they are musically deaf, monly is. The language tends to run into a transcen- 
the finer the class of music, the fewer the number of An individual is deaf in his sense when he cannot tell dental style of expression, inasmuch as the complex 
, , , , j emotions to which music gives rise are untranslatable 
applauders. _ _ . what the intervals, chords, rhythms, measures, and meters and irreproducable in words, to which fact a large and 
However, analysis will show that this verdict is not are that you dictate for oral discrimination. unhealthy musical literature bears witness, 
altogether just, inasmuch as the popular taste for light This describes the case of the average music student; Yet the musical public finds ah outlet for the expres- 
music does not necessarily mean a taste for poor music, no matter what branch of music, where and how many f*on its art pleasures and pains, in the habitual and 
Just as there is good music all the way from light to years he may have studied, he is deaf to the simplest rela- 4lways lurke, a conviction and therefore an imaginary 
complex, so there is poor music all the way from light to tions in which tones occur, Moreover, ask the average stu- criticism that it is good or that it is bad. 
complex. dent for a definition of a tone, of melody, of harmony, of The public is as ready to pronounce its judicial like it 
Popular taste does not and cannot discriminate be- rhythm, of modulation, of a phrase, and the like, and yop ££ don t like on the works of Bach, Beethoven, and 
i- een tt s good a a tin to < in 1 ght music ana w ion *. v ill fine that he knov s little or not ling of these es en ,.v ( , an> 
comes to complex muBic the pale of popular apprecia- tials. This examination might be prolonged indefinitely A refined taste can alone spring from judgment, and 
tion is overstepped. Presently we shall investigate the with the same results, namely, yon would find anastonish- why sound judgment of things musical is so unusual in 
nature of the musical faculties, whereupon it will be- ing lack of tone-discrimination and general musical in- public mind, and why, more so than in any other 
come plain that the public at large depends entirely on telhgence, yet the examinee may have studied music for the authoritative judgment of a musician, on matters 
intuition for its musical enjoyments ; moreover, that this ten, fifteen, and in some instances even for twenty years that are accounted for by the state of music as a science, 
intuitive appreciation is limited to simple melody, sim- and more. What has he learned during all this [time? He the methods of education, and the absence of a fixed- 
pie harmony and simple rhythm in simple forms. Ap- has learned to sing and to play. What does he know ? standard. .. . ... 
preciation, and hence enjoyment of everything beyond If he has had four teachers, he knows four methods of fore we must be somewhat lenient with the public, espec- 
the simple and the light, requires direct education. The producing the same vowel-sound and the same touch, he ially, when we take into consideration the fact that musi- 
case isa plain one. The public will have what it wants; has become coated with a thin veneer of knowledge of cians themselves are at loggerheads, finding it extremely 
the public does not want the best. The remedyfor these technical terms, of matters concerning the manipulation b£m“£ £ whichSone^uffice"^^^ 
conditions is manifest. The quality of what the pnblic of his instrument, of compositions, and, perchance, of a demn the present state of musical science, 
wants must be improved. This is-the business of the few historical facts. The average teacher thinks it neces- The case is mildly stated when I say it is nnfor- 
music instructor. aary to develop a method of his own, lest he might innate that there are so many teachers engaged in the 
Better teaching, better performances, a better class of be condemned for lack of individualty and originality. preservation in society of an ignorance of its musical ignorance, and who are forever decrying the low musi- 
music will become more and more common in exact This is an unfortunate error, and results in the confusion caJ tastes for which they, in the main, are responsible, 
proportion to the improvement in the quality of the pub- of those students who are obliged to shift about from For who is to raise the standard of general musical 
lie demand. one teacher to another, or who study with two or more intelligence if it is not the musical educator himself ? 
It is as easy as it is cheap to rail over and criticize the teachers at the same time on the conservatory plan, 
defects in existing conditions, but unless such criticisms There are fundamental principles in all things, 
These relations of the musician and the pnblic are 
illustrated by a father who, in ignorance of his own 
and responsibility, told a friend that his boys were the worst 
are supplemented by pointing out their causes and by without overlooking the fact that the individuality of a boys in the city. 
suggesting proper remedies, they are worse than worth- pupil must be considered, there is a right way which is If the general musical taste is the “ worst musical 
less. The defects in social conditions in relation to the best way. The one reason that the average student ^it’h^een suggestof tha“ asyeais pass by there is a 
music appear in the class of music, in the class of musi- has for singing or playing in this or that way is “my 8i0w and steady increase in . the demand for a higher 
cians and teachers, and in the class of performances teacher said bo.” We sorely need proper methods and class of music and for the best work of the best teachers 
that are in greatest demand, and the natnre of this de- fundamental principles in music. and artists. , 
mand is due, m the main, to the methods of music edu- A higher educations music is possible only on the ;mme!i8arably accelerated by more rational, logical, and 
cation. That the word education loses some of its dig- basis of discrimination. The student must be taught direct methods and by the exercise of better judgment 
nity when applied to Buch methods, will become obvious and must learn to hear. The desirability of a higher in the management of musical institutions therefore by 
in the following summary: That this word should be education no one will question, anything being desirable more judicious expenditure of the enormous amount of 
made to apply to music with all its potency and dignity, that will improve existing conditions. 
ae one will question. Students r in otl wor singers and playeri 
There is no other art or science that has so many vota- forever studying the how, and rarely if ever know any- 
energy and money that are wasted annually in every 
community of any size. 
In their derision, bitter criticisms, and groans over the 
public taste, and especially over charlatanism and dilet- 
1 _ _ X? ...' -  ll. „ AV> t-Vin mnni/iinn n (VCnCIAnl 
ries aB music; no other art or science of which intelli- thing about the what, and must be content with the why tantism in the profession, the musician and musical lit 
__ _,:xxi„ x.. V xx.x......._ _a tcrateur are rendered blmd to the_only simple remedy. ■ 
gent society is. so ignorant, for society knows little about because the teacher says so. Now, if a singer and player . How are we to rid ourselvesofthecharlatananddil- 
the comparative merits of its works and of its workers ; doeB not have a perfect conception of the what, whichia ettante? I reply: through the public,; for as soon as 
and yet there is no other art upon whose works and the exact musical effect he desires to realize, he can the public will not support them, just so soon will they 
workers society is so ready to pronounce its opinions, never appreciate the logic of the how and of the whyof cease toflourisii. . 
. ,, . c x • • tt. • j • x x • j • e • i Btavel on the road to reform is-very slow ana tuU or 
As a consequence, there is no other profession that ib so practice. His mind is not trained in forming clear con- ob8tacieS) but every obstacle that is overcome is a step 
free of impostors, charlatans, and dilettanti, and no other ceptions of musical effects. As the what represents the ahead toward, a higher intelligence, or, in Emerso 
class of charlatans that so brazenly and successfully take desired effect arid the how represents the immediate words, “ Difficulties develop brain-matter.” ^ ^ 
adjutage of fee public ignorance ' « of fee effect, it is obvious that fee average student, ^ & rTirtfeltjSiff1 
There is no other branch of education that is carried who studies causes apart from a clear idea of effects, is wjjj this-in the proper'spirit, educatib.- 
"os. with such tt diversity of methods for -the same-ends practicing- to no definite purpose, for’he is causing noth- witb the utmost care,"'his good influence ' 
and with, such a conflict of notions ; ing definite and is therefore practicing nothing. How mark behind him. 
Following are a few of many such passages :— 
Schubert, Momens Musicals, Op. 94, No. 2, measures 
8 and 9. ■ I 
Rubinstein, Kamennoi Ostrow, No. 22, measures 72, 
OHING. [1 r The Etude,] 
A STUDY OP ARPEGGIOS 
The point about e re in the very first instruction c i- 
not be too strong)* emphasized, and that every parent 
should expect his child to lay first a good, solid, Bcien- j 78, 80, 81, etc. 
tifiq foundation in. technique. If children were b uj it 
up to read incsic as they i 's, and were i , 
kept at the pianos as a duty, as the little Germans a 
instead of making practice optional with i h 
should have a very different l standard ih this com is desii d 
country. In some citieB the public schools are making 
if a suitable and prac- 
scable system comes into general use, the i xt gener¬ 
ation will be much more musical than the one now ris¬ 
ing. I have recently visited schools wi .re children of 
were carrying two-part harmony, reading at sight,' 
and Joing it accurately, too. This, of course, is all 
ocal music, but that is i essential to any sort of instru¬ 
mental music that, if j ssible, I would teach all my 
pupils to sing-before they played a note, and then, com¬ 
bining the two, they should sing every tune they learned 
to play. Unfortunately, as yet, people are not willing 
'to wait for all that, so we have to begin in the middle 
and work both ways, with infinitely more pains to teacher 
and scholar. 
The practice of learning good music by heart is com¬ 
mendable, but it may be carried too far. For instance, I 
know-a young girl who commits everything she learns, 
even to etudes and Bach fugues. As she is studying all 
the time, she naturally cannot keep them all in practice, 
and so it is only a few of her latest attempts that she 
ever can play, while the habit of playing without her 
notes so constantly makes her a very indifferent reader, 
so that she scarcely can manage anything not recently 
committed. 
I think it should be considered a part of a liberal edu¬ 
cation to know the theory of music as thoroughly as any 
other branch of science, and the history of it as well as 
ancient history, or the history of art, even if one never 
practices enough to become a performer. This is really 
the least noticed of any of the departments of music. So 
many think it enough merely to execute without knowing 
anything about it; but it should be reversed—-everybody 
should know, and should play on some instrument as 
much as is necessary to that knowledge, and then the few 
should ex< ate i r .« nne * » . light u sha i in Uige nt 
public. Canadian Musician. | influence. D’Albert labors under the same temporary 
disadvantage, which, however, is quickly obliterated 
when both the last-named masters begin to play and 
warm uj to their work 
BY S." N. PEK FIELD. 
Liszt Liebestr’dnme, No. 8, 7th measure from the] . -— 
I T 2 one portion of piano sti - at misunderstood and 
And almost any other chord passage where a tone j neglected is that of broken chords and arpeggios. Here 
is a leaf 1 om my experience as a practical teacher, 
it of my scholars con to' me froi evious study 
MUSICAL CRITICISM. other.teachers,^.nd not nnfrequently teachers of 
- great repute. • In general I. find the scholars well' or 
by emxl liebling. fairly well grounded in scale work and in exercises with 
the hand in scale position, i. e., with the fingers on con- 
A oreat deal has been said and written in regard to tiguons keys; but with the hand spread-for broken 
what constitutes the desirable, if not necessary, qualifica- . „ „ . „ . . , 
tions for musical criticism. Some have held that no one . , a arpeggios there is little familiarity ; the hand 
should presume to criticize unless backed by solid tech- 18 held stiffly and the arm is called ujion to do much that 
nical knowledge, while others insisted aB strenuously the fingers should do alone. The incidental scale pass- 
that the very fact of being a professional musician totally ages are played clear, crisp, and smooth, bat the arpeg- 
unfitted one from being able to write a discriminating c ,, „ ^ s 
smi just musical review! * and full of hitches. 
-- The bulk of exercise and passage work in instruction 
It is perhaps fair to assume that while a little knowl- books and Etudes are with the hand in scale position 
edge is a dangerous thing, a great deal might prove and the implied argument is that these will mostly 
equally so. Musical criticism depends ver ^ l hi o . * . , , , . , , " ' 
the individual likes and dislikes ; the receptive faculty . .ram tbe and fingers for all kinds of key 
of the writer necessarily varies at different times; the manipulation. This is a serious mistake. The fault 
very rendition which at one time delights may again lies in the non-recognition of the essentially different 
weary and disappoint. It is therefore most always ad- conditions of the two classes of finger work 
visable to take a criticism with a good deal of allowance. - t :_u . , ,, ' 
__ 1 invite special attention to the following important 
The personality of the artist in question has a great Pointe* Place the hand over any five contiguous keys 
deal to do with the treatment he is apt to receive. Take, in the generally recognized position, viz. , with the first 
for instance, a man of Paderewski’s social talents and joints of the second, third, fourth, and fifth fingers per-, 
infinite tact, combining all the delightful elements that , v , . ’ , ■ » ^ 
go to make up the “ m^n of the world,” and he is likely a or nearv s°j with hand loose and easy, 
to fare much better than De Pachmann, whose actions, Then spread the hand to span an octave, and you will 
if indulged in by a lesser light, would call forth the most find it difficult to still retain the same easy feeling yet 
unmistakable and vigorous protest from the public and it is very important. Preserve.always a little curving 
critic alike.. Other artists, again, like Joseffy for in- * » ,. . . J ® 
stance, who as far as pianistic excellency is concerned, 1 e n th fanger, which is necessary for strength and 
may be classed “ hors de concours,” manifest a personal elasticity. You will notice that the first joints of the 
indifference mi ^the concert stage^which exerts a chilling second and fourth fingers will now of themselves stand 
at an angle witfr the L ys of afc >ut sixty degrees, and 
the third finger will vary but little from the perpen- 
dicular. 
. . .... , . For the right hand the full chord of diminished 
A modern pianist is supposed to present within the 8eVenth of C and for the left that of A are good for 
narrow compass of one recital programme all schools of G > mi_ . _ , ° - or 
music, from all: 'equally tlrs^ Practice. I hen using these five k£ys instead ot 
There is a lovely effect in tone-coloring that is not J.ell> and be thoroughly en rapport vith the widely the five required for the common run of five-finger exer- 
. , , r . V ., . 6 divergent psychic characteristics and peculiarities of cises, nearly all of such exercises can be advantageously 
used as much by pianists as it deserves, and that the each. * Not only that, but he must demonstrate them to employed in this new setting, keeping the knuckles 
writer has never seen described m print. It consists in the general public in such.a way that the mathematician A ,, „ , . , 6’ . f 8 
making the tone of a chord that carries the melody more ^ho simply watches for each entrance of the theme will down’ Wting the fingers high, retaining about the same 
, ,, f be as delighted as the emotional listener who holds her curve ana striking with a pure finger stroke, while 
prominent t an any e ers. breath during the entire Berceuse and dies a hundred avoiding all cramped and constrained feeling. 
In order to acquire the knack of doing this it is better deaths while enjoying Chopin’s Funeral March. Tf knn/i 
to begin with a chord of three tones. Take, for in- Besides, who is to decide absolutely as to the correct . . ’P ewmin- 
0 interpretation of a work ? Music is too delightfully in- uteB at a time, 
stance, the triad G with the first, second, and fifth fin- definite to admit of tightly-drawn lines and rules. The Extending these into arpeggios of two or more oc- 
E vigorous and passionate reading which D’Albert gives taveB we find it necessary to modify greatly the plans 
gers. Now tip the hand sideways, so that its weight and aS th® and wbich obtain ^ Beale playing. In the latter 
that of the arm is thrown upon the fifth finger, which -__ we are taught to pass the thumb beyond the third or 
should be held rigid and curved at the tip, while all the The local critic finds it difficult to get awgsy from his fourth fingers, without turning the wrist. As we most 
muscles of the hand and arm from the shoulder to the surroundings; his personal sympathies are snpppsed to play the arpeggio legato, and as we can nowhere near 
tips of the fingers are kept completely relaxed. With relchedlfyOTly^^eV11®^ he^is abused becaSse he r®a°h ?he thumb nnder,t0 its °ext note withoutturning 
the hand in this position try and play the C of the chord, discriminates and does not fall in line to worship the tbe wnst> w must m#8:e a virtae of necessity and tarn 
say, mf, while the G and E are kepty? or pp; the tones popular idol. the wrist in arpeggio as much as is necessary. But if 
of the chord should be struck together^ not en arpeggio. v . j • ■■ ■■■■■ ■ . between each two thumb notes the hand regains the 
In a short time the knack of bringing out the C will be normal position described above, we have a terrible 
Aft EFPEOT IN TONE-COLORING 
• ’ ’■ \'■ A: 
the satisfaction to' know that I support the views of no | in groups of three. With all this 
less a pedagogue than the late- Louis Plaidy, the ac- 
, >. ed mthority of.Ge aany, 
o. study. 
The hand lias to move an entire octave for every arpeggio. 
tl r< e >r four nc tes j1, and lo it smoothly and w th -»-- 
apparent ease. It must therefore be in constant motion - fFo- The Etude 1 
from end to end of the arpeggio, the fingers dropping on L 
ier ke; firmness surety j the 
loves. Fat i this, the thumb will 
surely make a hitch in passing under to its next note— | by louis o. elson, 
upward in the right hand or downward in the left—and 
the faster the arpeggio, the worse the hitch, unless the 
following points be noted and reduced to practice, 
thumb should.pass under the hand, preparatory to its tions of sound” 
own next note, the instant after it is relieved from its accepted, and is certainly the most succinct; and it may 
own last 'note, which point of time will be also one be taken as an acknowledged fact that music had its be-1 pedantry (such 
instant after the second finger has touched its key. 
s make sure of a Beethoven in the Sonata, and the mental work de- 
genuine finger stroke. Be content to play the hands manded by Bach in the fugue. As such treatment is 
sepai slowly for quite a time, and you will lay especially suited o instrumental treatment, we find piano 
the ft dation for an absolutely smooth, . risp, and rapid and orcheswal works t present the intellectual side ot 
music more strongly than the \ cal works generally do* 
We are in the mic t of a peculiar n poeh 
such a gemr at Chopin, whose ha * was j rui d to 
the emotional side of things, sSfc raised up writers wh 
INTELLECTUALITY IN MUSIC, are not content with prizing the romantic, but decry the 
- more classical forms. That Chopin is to be accepted is 
self-evident, for every genius is a law unto himself, and 
one sch joI of music does n t abolish another, but h 
Among the various definitions of Music that of Fetis may serve to point the moral of true music. That 
The | —“ Music is the art of moving the emotions by combina- music which is entirely emotional will lead to a lack of 
-is probably the one mo3t universally depth of character (it can readily produce a Pachman), 
while that which is entirely intellectual will lead only to 
at-, marked the early contrapuntists) ; 
The ginning in the gratification or the display of emotion. Yet the works of the greatest masters always combine the 
thumb can of course at this point not reach clear to its the statement quoted above id after all but a half truth, emotional and intellectual touches ; the power of all the 
own next keyy but as the hand iB ever moving forward, it for when part music was very young it had very little sonata forms lies in the fact that they afford opportuni- 
can and must reach to the octave by the time the third emotion in its composition. The fault of the definition ties for this combination; classical music is that in 
or fourth finger note is struck. If the thumb thus is that it makes no account of the intellectuality which which development of musical ideas and themes is well 
draws forward in advance of the hand, it will be easy to forms so potent a factor in much of the best music, carried on. 
properly slur the passage even in the most rapid tempo. Music in the modern sense may be Baid to have had its Wagner, the genius of this end of the century-was 
Again, every one has noticed the-strong tendency to ac- birth with the Flemish school (about 1400), for Dufay, impelled toward the same goal by an entirely new 
cent with the thumb in upward scale or arpeggio move- Ockhegem, Des Pres, and their contemporaries were the route. He, too, desired to appeal to brain as wellas to 
ments of the right hand, and downward of the left hand first to evolve rules by which combinations of tones soul, and the Leitmotiv gives plenty of occupation to the 
and chiefly in the arpeggios. might be properly made. Yet an examination of their thought, while the heart is movgd> by presentation of 
This results from its sudden turning under and grasp- works will yield very slight traces of emotion expressed various forms of romanqe. Take for example the first 
ing its note all in one instant. A good rule to facilitate intones. The entire Flemish school placed intellects act of “Die Walkiire ” ; while thesympathies are 
he acquis su [ual i 11 tional expres awakened for the helpless Siegmund, the mind is -follow-' 
»c i The intellectual side of music was, even in the ing the “weary Yolsung ” motiv in the orchestra; when 
As soon as the hand or finger is free from its last note fifteenth century, chiefly represented by the canon. Sieglinde is describing to the hero the entrance of an 
it should instantly place itself in position for its next When listening to a canon the brain is brought into old man with a sword, at her unhappy wedding, the 
note, even if such note be^istant a number of beats or action in constant comparison, and of course memory orchestra, is busy telling ub a fact of which neither he 
even measures. and anticipation join in the sensations produced. The nor she is aware,—that the old man was the god Wotan 
Take now, as a specimen exercise for the right-hand, auditor recalls the preceding phrases (after the composi- himself, and that the sword which he struck into the 
the arpeggio C E G C E G C. tion has fairly started); he mentally compares them with, ash tree was the celestial weapon “ Nothung.” It is 
Try first the following: Hold the third finger on G and their reproduction in another voice, and he notes the scarcely necessary to multiply instances ; music changes 
the thumb underneath on the G above. Note the turn- phrase of the moment, that he may be able to recognize from age to age, and in these very changes lies its 
ingof the wrist that is required. This position or nearly that also when the succeeding voice reproduces it. strength, for it changes only as our conditions of mind 
this should be retained. Start now with first and Amid such multifarious occupation he is unable to find and life change, but this fact remains forever immutable, 
C and I respec ively, time for deep emotion. There is a limit to the compre- Music that is wholly emotional is unhealthy and mor- 
Drop the first on C and simultaneously lift the second, hension of the brain in complex music, but the old bid; music that is entirely intellectual is dull; and the 
Then drop the second on B, with the hand instantly Flemish, Italian, and English contrapuntists seem to only music that stands the test of the ages is that in 
moving far enough to bring the third over G, but lifted have taken no heed of this. A dozen real parts are no which the intellectual and the emotional are held in just 
high, and at the same time put the thumb under as far uncommon thing in many of their works, and Tallis, equipoise. And Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, and Wagner 
as may be. Then drop the third on G and instantly about 1630, brought forth a motette with forty real parts all have recognized this unwritten law of our art, and 
push the thumb under to but over (not touching) the throughout. have acted upon it. 
next C. Then drop the thumb on C and instantly J. J. Rousseau, writing in the last century, stated his -.- 
soring the second finger along over the next E, but belief that the human mind could not thoroughly com- T ,, . , i 
keeping practically the same turn of wrist. prehend more than two voices at the same time. With- equal> the mu8ician who reads widely, intelligently. 
You will be surprised to find how little movement of out endorsing this opinion it must be readily evident and thoughtfully is most truly and certainly successful, 
arm and wrist, is required at this point. If playing three that a full comprehension of the music just mentioned Good musical literature is increasing in quantity as well 
or four octaves, repeat all this operation. If in the last was impossible. We often hear the charge made that aa quality. It were well for every earnfest, ambitious 
upward octave, drop second finger on E and instantly modem music is too complex, and the statement that journaiSj but this is usually impossible, as is also very 
draw the hand far enough to hold the third finger over true music should be restful; if this be true, then the old often a wide acquaintance witfr- musical literature. 
G. The thumb will of course not pass under again, music sinned fearfully in making inordinate demands on It is the aim of The Etude to supply this deficiency. 
Then drop third finger and simultaneously move the the auditor. Im-onaway, however, complexity was an ^ careful reading m its columns will discover a sys- 
. X c . . , ,, n mu j * * \v, . , . tematic scheme of musical education. In addition 
hand for the fifth finger to stand over the upper C. The advantage; a contrapuntal work of many parts could to or:„inai articles bv the foremost musical thinkers 
■ 
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CONGEST PBOGBAMME, 
Piano Recital at Hillsdale College, Mich. 
La Consolation, Dussek; Mazurka in B minor, 
Chopin: Novellette, Op. 21, No. 1, Schumann; Vocal 
Solo; Barcarolle Venetienne, Op. 63; No. 2, Harber- 
bier; Spinnerlied, Op. 67, No. 4, Mendelssohn ; Son¬ 
ata in G, Op. 14, No. 2, Beethoven; Air and variations, 
Proch; Jagdlied, Op. 82, Schumann; Grand Valse 
Brilliante, Op. 18, Chopin; Sonata in C sharp minor, 
Op. 27, No. 2, Beethoven ; “ Neath the Stars,” Goring- 
Thomas: Etude, Op. 10, No. 12, .Chopin; “Farewell 
to the Forest,” Op. 82, No. 9, Schumann; Sonata in C, 
Op. 2, No. 3, Beethoven. 
Cook Academy—Students' Recital. 
Si, La Stanchezza, from “II Travatore,” Verdi; La 
Sylphes, Bachmann; “ The Lost Chord,” Sullivan ; 
“Mountain Stream,” Op. 36, Smith; Processional in E 
flat, Gueraud; “The Two Larks,” Op. 2, Leschetizky; 
“Love’s Sorrow,” Shelley; “Dreams,” Harris; 
“ Walter’s Song,” from “Die Meistersinger,” Wagner- 
Lange; Airs from “II Puritani,” Alberti; “ The Two 
Grenadiers,” Schumann; Melody in F, Rubinstein; 
Norwegian Bridal Procession, Greig; “ Flying Leaves,” 
Leavitt; “O, Hush Thee, my Baby,” Sullivan. 
Annual Concert. Pupils of Miss Strong, St. Louis. 
Concerto for Three Pianos, D minor, Bach; Pastorale, 
E minor. Gigue, G major, Scarlatti; Concerto for two 
Pianos, Eb major, Mozart; Duo for Two Pianos, Arr. 
of Septette, Op. 20, Beethoven; Fantasie for Piano and 
Violin, Op. 169, Schubert; Rondo Brilliant, Op. 29, 
Mendelssohn; Concerto, Op. 21, F minor, Chopin; 
Fantasiestudce, ft*. Op. 12, Schumann.; Concerto, Op. 
70. D minor," Rubinstein;. Female Chorus, The Sea 
Fairies, Gilchrist. . 
Piano Recital by the Pupils of Joseph H. Darling, 
Atlanta', Ga. 
Overture des Marionettes, Four Hands, Op. 105, Gur- 
litt; “Angels’ Greeting,” Behr; Minuetto, “Snow 
Bells,” Op. 160, Lichner; Waltz, Op. 70; No., 1, Chopin; 
Tarantelle, Merkel ; “ Evening Calm,” Op. 299, Lange; 
Orfa Grand Polka, Gottschalk; Slumber Song, Op. 124, 
No. 16, Schumann; “The Post Boy,” Op. 142, No. 10, 
Low; “ Frolic of the. Butterflies,’ ’ Op. 282, Bohmy 
gong, “ The Guardiah,” Schumann; Waltz, 
Fileuse,” Behr;'“The Hunter,” Op. 331, Bohm'; 
“Wedding March,” Six Hands, Mendelssohn. 
f, Jo ttA.YJJJ pYt-*g . YOApp oft-“V■■■“■; (/'/ “(■•. \J0;: . \ 
Pupils of Mr. Fred. A. Williams, Clm>elmubs Ohio. 
Duet, “ Marche Pontificale,” Gounod ; “ Soldiers’ 
March,” Schumann'; Tyrolese Melody, Op. 110, Krug; 
Sonatina in G major, Beethoven ; Nocturne, Op. 26/ 
Richards; “Shepherds’ Song,” Krug; Nocturne, 0$. 
67j L&ng; Valse in E flat, Durand ; “ Break! Break! I 
. Break 1! 1 ” Williams; Polonaise, Op. 266, Streabbog;, 
Duet, from “ Invitation to the Dance,” Weber; Duet, 
“ Marche des Tambours,” Smith ; “ Marche Funfebre,” 
Chopin ; Fantasia, “The Storm,”'Weber. 
W sh tan Female ( 'lege Macon, Ga. 
“ Canto d’Am ore,” Hackensollner ; Rbapsodie Hon- 
groise, No. 2, Liszt; “ Love’s Sorrow,” Shelly; Cava¬ 
tina, from “Robert le Liable,” Meyerbeer; Concerto. 
Op. 82 (Adagio and Presto), Weber; “Jeanne d’Arc j 
a Rouen” (dramatic scene), Bordese; “ O, Luce di I 
Quest Anima,’ ’ Donizetti; “ Cappricio Brilliant,” Men-! 
delssohn ; Sonata, Op. 63, Beethoven; “ Judith,” Con- j 
cone; “Le Serenade,” Schubert; “ Scene is Ballet,” j 
DeBeriot. . ■ . j 
Horn School, 'Statesqilk N C. 
“ Wedding Cho s, rom “The R se Maidei ; 
Sonata Pathetique, 1st movement, Beethoven; Kam- 
menoi-Ostrow, A. Rubinstein ; Andante C61febres, Beet¬ 
hoven ; Knnyawiah, Polish Dance, II. Wieniawski; 
‘ La Fileuae, “ The Spinning Girl,” Raff; Vocal Solo, 
“ Silently Blending,” “Figaro,” Mozart; Com h Gentil 
(for 'the left hand), S. Smith ; Le Secret, Piano Trio, 
L. Gautier; Nocturne in F., Op. 23, Schumann; 
Song Without -Words, Op. 58, Mendelssohn; Norma, 
Piano Trio, Arr. Czerny; Chorus, Nightingale’s Song,, 
Zeller. - '_-/ 
Pupils of Miss Ada E. Weigel, San Francisco, Cad. 
Dap, Dinorah Fantasie, Meyerbeer ; Norwegian/Wed¬ 
ding Procession, Grieg; Yalse in C sharp ipinor, 
'Chopin; Song, “ Let Me Love Thee,” Arditi fVEbe 
Butterfly, Grieg; Staccato. Etude, Rubinstein; Valse in 
A flat, Op. 42, Chopin ; Scherzo in B flat minor, Chopin 
Song, “ -Hash, My Little One,” Berighani ; Concerto in 
G minor, Mendelssohn. - 
Recital by Pupils of Mrs. R. A. Grumbine, Lebanon, Pa. 
“ Turkischer Marsch” (mx hands), Beethoven ; Son¬ 
ata, No. 3, last movement, Mozart; Op. 45, No. 14, 
Op. 46, No. 27, Heller; “ Menuet Louis XV,” Kontski; 
“ Sninning Song,” Mendelssohn ; “Persian March,” 
, Overture, “ Heimkehr aiis der Fremde ” 
ids),. Mendelssohn. 
HELPS AND HINTS! The overture to Spontini’s “La Vestale’.’ was being 
■ k ■- . . J ;2 ' Y „ , Y rehearsed. Suddenly, with a violent blow on* the desk, 
Contact with ths powers of cidierB call forth taw onep Berlioz stoppaS the band. V The two clBrioaeta are not 
m ourselves. Weber. t:\tp- in tune together I ” he oriel out. The two olarionotistn, 
A. great deal of talent is lost to the world for the want stupefied, simply stared. Like a lion he jumped down 
of a little courage. Sydney Smith. I and ran at the terrified mnsicians. “ Give me the A1 ” 
No man can know and do all things; it is enough to he yelled. One did so, then the other ; bat when the 
know and do one thing well.—Thaleop Blake. came out—“Oh, le br 11 Oh, lej 
It is right to be contented with what we have, but Gh, le criminel S You sit npon your ears, then I What ? 
never with what we are.—Sir-Jam,es Mackintosh. You are at least a sixteenth of a tone apart, and you 
The sublimity of art consists in making everything ap- cfn - nJ and sti^ play on 1 ” The appalled 
pear easy and natural, and as if it all came nearly hy in- danonetists were ready to sink through the floor in 
8tjncj._q ppm£ffr ” ' terror and amazement at the man who could detect the 
, . .. • . „ , iifferenci of a sixteenth of a tone amid the buzs of one 
Do not withhold praise for the task well done; the , „ , , . , . 1 , - hundred instruments 
child looks np to yon and wants to please; recognize 
it.—Thomas Tapper. . ~ * ’ 
It is if the utmost importance'that piano lessons be l"’*c ^HI 
undertaken early in life, when the fingers are flexible THOUGHTS ON PIANO PEA0TI0E AS A FA0T0E 
and pliable.—C. H. Jarvis. IN 0HAEA0TEE-BUILDING. 
r< look for great and g id results rithont commet ----- 
. , , . j, . .. „ , . , . , BT EBWABD BAXTER FERBY. 
suratc labor is like he expectation >i a harvest whe 
there has been neither plowing nor sowing. First. It develops forethought. It is a truthful, 
To the true artist music should be a necessity and not though jocose, popular saying that “Success would 
[For The Etude.] 
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merely an occupation; he should not manufacture music, 
hi should live in a - Robert Franz. 
always be easy if our foresight was only as good as our 
hindsight,” and it is a fact daily demonstrated that most 
Expression constitutes the highest ideal summit of men. i"ail wholly or partially in their undertakings be- 
the study of music, Comprehends all beneath itself, and cause of their “ability to look ahead, to plan and 
can only be perfect! when all below is perfect.—The follow a systematic line of progressive effort, with a 
well-defined, far-reaching purpose, and a view to future 
Ye peddlers in art,, do ye not sink into the earth when 
ye are reminded of the words of Beethoven on his dying 
bed, ‘51 believe I am yet but at the beginning ’f f or Jean 
Paul,'.“It seems to me that I have written nothing as 
ye 'Jf—Schumann 
..The gift of a musical ear to man, over and above the 
ordinary sense of hearing, is due to the goodness and 
wisdom of the Creator, who lias added to His other gifts 
needs; d result 
Though, of course, we cannot acquire an actual knowl¬ 
edge of the future, a careful consideration of its proba¬ 
bilities and a judicious shaping of our plans to meet them 
is the best; in.fact, the only method of moulding future 
events in accordance with our wishes. The admonition, 
“ Take no thought for the morrow,” if followed liter¬ 
ally, would pat. an end to-the entire'human race by 
starvation in just two years; yet forethought, though 
boundless sources of rational pleasure. It is the duty reCognized as one of the most indispensable faculties, 
of man to cultivate tips faculty, and to use it not merely j8 still scarcely more than embryonic in the race, and 
for gratified enjoyment, but for grateful praise.—Musical its application to the affairs of life is pitiably rare and 
Standard. I. ' • imperfect. 
/ Notwithstanding the high musical worth of the Song^ The piano student, if faithful, conscientious, and well 
it is seldom played iniproportion to the great importance taught, as well as ambitions, is using and thereby 
music has nowadays,!particularly in the family circle, strengthening this valuable faculty at every step of 
The reason may be found in the demanding made from his progress. He practices exercises, scales, and ar- 
the player not only of entering more deeply into its peggios day after day and week after'week, not because 
inner meaning, but also requiring an attentive musical they are in themselves worth anything to him or any one 
audience, such a one) as loves music for its own sake, else, and certainly not because he likes it, but because 
not to make it a meand of entering into conversation, years hence he will need and utilize the skill and 
Where mnsic is considered only as a social amusement, familiarity with his instrnment, and the strength and 
the first strains of the Sonata will be the signal for a quality of touch thus derived. He repeats a given 
ated . - / ^passage hundreds of times slowly and firmly, not 
Richard Wallaschece!/ because it is ever to*be played so, but to acquire the 
How many virtuosos might be named, to whom the certainty and smoothness requisite for a rapid pianis- 
artistic sense of an easy piece of mnsic remains a closed simo. He is always looking forward to the next, 
book, who for that reason execute the highest and lesson, to the next quarterly concert, to hiB graduating 
simplest music with vanity and coquetry, but without recital, or his professional debut; later to his next 
the soul having any part therein, without pleasure to seaBon’B engagements, andv is learning to make the 
themselves and who can only awaken admiration (in 
their listeners) hy their technical abilities. 1 
• A. B. Marx. 
As long as a performer only amuses, he appears as a 
present hour of drudgery a stepping-stone to a distant 
but definite goal. In a word, every exercise is at the 
same time an exercise in forethought. This is more 
true in the study of music than in any other branch of 
servant of the public; only when he brings works of education. We learn a fact in geography or history 
beauty, truthfulness, and elevation, he rises above them, or a principle in mathematics for its own sake. If we 
Ferdinand von Hillern. stopstudyto-morrow,thisfactorprinciple acquiredto- 
Yon may be a genius and still trample art underfoot— day is ours for life, and has an intrinsic value, irre- 
you may be one only possessing meagre talent and still spective of future additions to our Btock of knowledge, 
claim the respect due to him who strives worthily. which is not true of the slow trill of Cramer study. 
Ferdinand von Hillern. I claim, therefore, that the earnest, honest study of 
The virtuoso is not yet an artist, though this class the pianoforte develops the faculty and • the habit of 
delight in assuming the name, nay, they even imagine forethought more rapidly and more systematically than 
by adopting this vocation makes them of conrse artists. any other line of mental acquisition ; . and this faculty 
:V> be in art at is k * a vocat on, but a natural individnt * one© am k aned to ac ti rity, this ha lit on-- - • 
property.—Richard Wallasoheck. ’ becomes an integral pait of the individual’s character, 
The qualities of a genuine artist or virtuoso are a portion of his equipment, and may be will be ap- 
besides technical cultivation and intelligent delivery, the plied to the practical contingencies of life decades after 
possession of beautiful, characteristic, and artistic the music itself lias been crowded out, as it so ©ftsn is 
means of expression, taken together with lisa own with the amateur, % more pressing cares and urgent 
individuality.—Herman Ritter duties. 
•Dtp 
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TO OUR READERS 
Subscribe for The Exude, because it iB an educational 
journal. 
It is the only publication of the kind. It'supplies 
many needs in one issue. It saves time and expense t& 
its subscriber; It Is valuable for pre8erratiob>by;bi«d*- 
ing.* 
It gives to its regular readers the very and best 
methods of teaching and study. ^ 
| It is practical and not theoretical. It encourages, 
stimulates, and develops its readers. 
It is a bona-fide journal and not an advertisement. . 
Subscribe for it and secure the new as well as; the old 
advantages. 
y-, We are now mak rag mors? favorably offe/s tfr-nfover before. T r of 
premiums is large enough to meet the wants of all. We have especially endeav° 
effsl tc offer premiums suitable for precents. 
NOTICE that gverytMsf in this list is sis© ©fared for sale. 
. LIBERAL CASH PREMIUMS. Two Dollars5 Worth of Sheet Hrasfc from orar A 
One Subscription, no deduction, : ... . $1.50 , 5 Catalogue. It 
Two Subscriptions, . . ..1.35 each. If you send your own subscription with two new ones, you 
Three “ . 1.30 “ three in ally.with $4.50, you can have your choice of and 
pour tl u one of the following premiums 
jrjVfi t. " . 0 20 “ Music. Ipolio or Roll, New Lessons in Har- 
• „ .o ic c mony (Fillmore), Technic (Spengler’s), Practical 
. • ■ . , Harmony (Ritter), Fifteen Copies Pupils’ Les- 
Ten “ . , . ..1.10 “ son Bo6k, Son&tina Albtimi (Presser), Counter- 
Fifteen “ ........... S.05 “ point and. Canon (Ayres), or 
Twenty “ ....... . . . 1.00 “ 
with cash deductions MO other premium is given. Three Dollars* Worth of Sheet Music from our 
- , • • ■ Catalogue. 
■ WHAT THE PREMIUMS ABE FOR. If yen send your own subscription and three new sub- 
We Offer Premiums to Subscribers for Their Trouble in scriptions, with $6.00, a premium from one of the fol- 
Seouring Hew Subscriptions. .. lowing will be given 
_ . _. ., _ • . ... Art of Piano Playing (Clarke) ,-Course in Har- 
No Premium Given for One Subscription. rhoziy (Howard), Pianoforte’ Instructor (Howe), 
MUSICAL LITERATURE PREMIUMS. Studite in Measure and Rhythm (Krause), Sys~ 
A tem of Pianoforte Technic (Howe), Unbound 
Music Life and How to Succeed in It, by Thomas Volume of Etude (1887, 1888,1889, or 1890), Lan- 
, Tapper, Given 'for four subscriptions. Price, post- don's Reed Organ Method, 
paid, $1.50. "S - — 
Chats with Musiox Students, by Thomas Tapper. OUR .MOST POPULAR PREMIUM 
Given for four subscriDtions. Price, postpaid, $1.50. . „ , 
sr ,. ^ , is a year s subscription to The Etude for four sub- 
Musical Mosaics, by W. F. Gates. Given for four scriptions, with $6.00. 1 _ 
subscriptions Price, postpaid, $1.50 
i . T n t. n Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
Pianoforte Music, by John C. Fillmore. Given for 
. four subscriptions. Price, postpaid, $1.50. ALLEGRANDQ, a music-teaching game, by W. L. 
_ , t n T7i Hofer. Given for two subscriptions with $3.00: 
Lessonsm. Musical History, by John C. Fillmore. one name may be your own. Price of game 60 cts., 
Given for four subscriptions. Price, postpaid, $1.50. postpaid. 
Musical Culture, by Carl Merz. Given for five MUSICAL AUTHORS. Given for two subscrip- 
subscriptions. Price, postpaid, $1.75. tiona with $3.00 . one name can be yonr own. Price 
How to Understand Music, by W. S. B. Math- of game 35 cts., postpaid. . 
ews. Either Vol. I or II for fom subscriptions, price MAELZEL METRONOME. Given for seven 
$1.£0 each, postpaid; or for sis subscriptions both subscriptions with $10.50; one name may be your 
volumes will be given. own. Price $3.50, by express, not prepaid. 
The Musician, by Ridley Prentice. In six volumes POCKET METRONOME. Given for two sub- 
for six subscriptions or three volumes for four sub- scriptions with $3.00; one name may be your own. 
scnptionB or one volume for two subscriptions. Price 50 cts., postpaid. 
Price 5 cts eaet. - ' 
Study of the Piano, by H. Parent. Given for STAND, prepaid, by mail, for seven subscription! 
three subscriptions. Price, postpaid, $1.00. with $10.50; one name may be your own. Price 
Piano Teaching, by Felix le Couppey. Given for **y express. 
three subscriptions. Price 76 cts., postpaid. JAPANNED UMBRELLA MUSIC STAND 
Dictionary of Music, by W. S. B. Mathews, Given ®ade5given for four, subscriptions with $6.00 
for three subscriptions. Price $1.00, postpaid. one sam8' m J0UT °?n- Pnce 86- exPreaa' 
Q-roves’ Dictionary of Music and Musicians, in ■rt'a Awrwwnm’ ^ 
fiv§ volumes. Given for thirty subscriptions. Price PORTABLE PIANO STOOL with back ad 
JACK,, b?express, not prepaid, pft ,p in a neat ® tlVS.^e b^ex^° 8"baCnP“°“' 
Subscribe for The Etude. 
It haB attracted a class of contributors of world-wide 
reputation. Look at the list of contributors, all eminent 
an.d successful teachers, critics; and musicians, and you 
will be convinced of its real value. My Ay y 
Subscribe for The Etude. b:y);L'M/:iA'A.-\:; 
You cannot afford to be. without it. Musical art, 
science, and pedagogics are constantly advancing. The 
Etude marches in the forefront, but does not rashly lose 
itself; therefore, the easiest way for you tokeep abreast 
with the times is to subscribe for The Etude. ;yyM 
LIBERAL OFFER OF MUSICAL ffiORKS. 
If you send your own subscription with a new one, 
two in all, with $3.00 cash, you can have any one of the 
following premiums: — 
M »ac ei . is Book, *hr sing Stu- 
d y 3 3wi Baoh’i ber Com osi- 
tio , Men alssohn (f lout ^ - io- 
< turr , All im istruol <■& •' iec 
(new), Studies ilod PIe qj 11), 
30 Selected Studies from, Stephen Heller, or 
PITBL3BHSS,,S HOTE •;. 
:' '■■ >'■•/■■ ' .»>■■■ ;■• -- .'■: with our business and have began with iteo;; engravers? >£;'■ the Italian;' muBidan and m i|vlJiriinoi 
vWAhope the supplement TrilKpleasei our subscribers.' Our patrons can look for more new publications. ' We '^^■:lived';:ictl« heHtt^.;pr^edihs’:that^fBach^/^ht 
it is sottlethiag Th® Etobb contemplated years ago, but expect sooa to be able to send out. our monthly install- tempered, or to speak more exactly^ “ the equal tem- 
rar tiubscriotiba list woald hot warrant the expensel meats of “ new musicto our teachers.; ' r ; ; v pered” scale was therefore well known before the time 
•i:1';'- i;;;r ''of Bach, But its possibilities were hht recognized by i 
. ,, , , . musicians until after the publication of the “ Well tern- 
e booms, an _® ia pered Clavier,” which waB written with the object of 
. °jL!^D in^,an ° ^L, showing these possibilities.-The other scale was known 
hundreds on haad. The *8tbe«^ 
; 4 ■£0$/y-i A out'of date j many brgaaB ii& the old world are still tuned 
ns ins men as “e on that systemi The Hexachprd or Gnidonian scale 
i s/a on o «piiino. 18 doeB not correspond to the first Bix notes of the major 
f fur U>\ SrT8, se e exactly, tebaese onr sci - tei pered, the Hexa- 
e in oucian ecmic cihorcl wj , not, bnt the sounds bore the ratios to each 
ne ronoraes at an unusua y j.jj0 discovery of which is t ributed to Py thagort,-'. 
n rely inst , . 
»rder if they purchase from Qu = 3.—Is a fugue (say by Bach) intend* o be played 
cheap varieties on the mar- through with full organ, r e entries of tin subject, 
matrons against. When you answer, etc., to be indicated^by different mar als and 
, . registration ? it mere not a diversity of opir in among 
lci tQ us* ' organists on this ? j. h r. 
- Ans.—There is diversity of opinion1 on this point, a<^- but there can be no question that a judicious change in 
yi, - BX|S. the “ registration” adds greatly to the effect of the per- 
formance. ' 
nd In oegtions for this d part 
ahee®f ‘IS XrEYCA3Bdm Ques—Will you kindly give in The Etude the correct 
'W'ill . pronuDCi8.tioii.:.O%;|*^u©E©1^0Ki r- H. p. 
ill*the writer’s name be printed A wo ^.PoLil-o.rpf-ati ^ 
Questions that have no general raa a reI 8K1- 
Ques.—In Rubinstein’s Romance in Ei>, Op. 44, how 
sure diploma and member- are those measures to be played which have triplets in 
i of Musicians (both Asso- bass and even notes in treble? a subscriber. 
satisfactorily passing in the 
ind in all the brs ies of ^ns.—^ passage offers the nsual difficulty of play- 
rcept connterpoint, canon, ing 3 notes against 2. There are two methods that 
i harmony, form, analysis, are nBe(j j0 overcome the difficulty—the one is to play 
' J # , ’ 'each part separate in1 strict'time, snA then afterward 
erf’ examination requires a joining them; the other is a mathematical analysis of 
i voices for the. Associate counting 6 to each triplet. For the details of this method 
canon, and fbgue, in four j would refer you to Ed. B. Perry’s elaborate article, 
E. M. Bowman. u j>wo against Three,” in October Etude. 
3, through the columns of Ques.—1. Should an Andantino movement be played 
or works on the pipe organ a little slower or quicker than Andante? I have always 
H- °* played it bIov r, bat I notice Mathews’ and other dic- 
is Stainer’s “ Instruction ti laries give it a little quicker. Whi i is correct? 
by Whiting is his “First . 2‘ Inf^e October Etude the piece, “Lover’s Tryst,” 
„ , „ ■ , has some of the broken < rd-i of the bass of last page 
Zundel s .Organ School marked with (s. t.) under them. What does it mean ? 
3. Please define scintillante. : c. d. a. 
mswer in The Etude the Ans.—1. The Italian dictionaries define Andantino as 
ige a subscriber: When a slower than Andante.. The termination ino always 
doubler te or an octave), means less, and as Andante means going, Andantino 
me as the lower one of the "u ■ . . ! ■' . 
low is it played ? a. b mu8" mean less going. ihe impression is almost' nm- 
, , versal that the reverse is the ease, but: it is a mistake, 
i is .the same_ as the lower See Grove>8 dictiQnaIy. . 
i is genera y jome o at 2. These noteB may be left out by small hands, 
prece es t e upper note Scintillante is, literally, sparkling. 
itn nwh/iA ■ m Avnn_r>nl> i n m a4- 1 * 
Please take notice of your wrapper on this month’s 
Etude. If the date dr printed addrehs says December 
’92, it means yonr paid-up subscription has expired. It 
will facilitate much clerical work if renewal subscription 
is sent in promptly. If yon wish the journal discontinued 
we must have explicit notice, otherwise it will continue 
to be sent. When renewing, why not try and have 
four others, perhaps pupils, join you. The four will 
entitle you to yonr renewal free of charge. 
It must be generally understood that we publish much 
more music than we print in The Etude. This is only 
a sihell part. We issue from twenty to thirty new pieces 
monthly. The best of these we send on sale to our 
patrons on monthly instalments. A settlement is made 
at the end of the season, when all unsold is returned. 
We have a circular explaining details of the whole mat¬ 
ter. Send for it. 
from becoming worn, torn, or destroyed. It is light and 
flexible. It will stay open at the piano. Pieces can be 
easily put in or taken out; With each outfit ib furnished 
a quantity of gummed mending material, by the use of 
which any worn or torn music can be made as good as 
new. From one to forty pieces can be bound in one 
binder. 
Styles and Prices.—Style “ 0 ” has leather back and 
cloth sides, price, $1.75; Style “B1’ is a fine fall Amer¬ 
ican leather. Will wear well and give satisfaction, price, 
$2.50; Style “A” is a full genuine morocco and is 
simply elegant, price, $3,50. All of the above are for reg¬ 
ular full-sized sheet music. Smaller sizes are made for 
EXTEAOEBIHARY OFPEE OF EIGHT HEW 
/. WOEES . chord; then the small note is struck and instantly fol¬ 
lowed by the chord or octave. 
Ques:—Will yon please give me the rule for the fol¬ 
lowing question in the columns of The Etude ? If a 
note is made sharp, through how many measures doeB 
that note ejontmuetts l?a sharped? - m.;l. s. 
Ans.—The rule regarding accidentals limits their that the works will be used if once examined. Our ofl 
power to the bar in which they occur, unless the affected includes the following :•— 
note is carried into the next measure by a tie. There is liran^0°’Hii v!?npr ^°fi i •• 
. an old rule, now almost obsolete, by which the effect of JJathews, “ Course in Pianoforte Studies,”-vol. v. 
such mnsic as Peters and Litolffs editions, about 9x12 tjje accidental—sharp, flat, or natural—was continued 4. Presser (compiled), “ Selected Octaves Studies.” 
inches, also octavo size. This is a most excellent sys- if the last note of the bar, having been sharped, the same A* “ “ “ School of Four- Hand Playing 
tern for binding church and glee club music. Prices of note commencing the next measure it was continued „ Q ... ™, „ iinjr' r. 
smaller sizes quoted On application. These binders are eharp. Regarding authorities on this subject of limiting ‘ Fourth and* Fifth Fingers.” * 18,10 
elegant, for Christmas presents. the effect to a single measure, they all agree; we never 7. Landon, C. W., “Melodic Studies for Reed Org 
saw it contradicted. The obsolete rule mentioned was or Piano.” . 
—We are now the publishers of a fine work for largely UBed by English musicians. 8. Grimpn, C. W., Musical Dominoes,a Game, 
singing classes by W. W. Gilchrist. It is in three n wn a r, f .A f * toTnh® above works we will send, when issued^for oi 
® i . Ques.—Will the editor of the question department $2.00, postpaid, if cash accompanies the order, 
parts, progressively arranged. This work is by one please inform the undersigned whether the tempered Several of , the worlds will be ready for delivery 
of the foremoBt musicians in the land. The exercises Beale was used prior to the time of John Sebastian December. All are in the printer’s hands. ': c r: 
are all original, and are the result of many years’, Bach? Also whether he nsed it exclusively? Also if the Orders for the separate works will be received at 
rpi ^. ■ • ,   A scale invented by Guido corresponded to the first six cents except “ Landon’s. Piano Method,” which is 
experience. The work is suitable for colleges or ^ of our major scale? And if so, how could E^rtha- cents. Tfos offer positively expires jknuary 1, 18! 
classes. The work is thoroughly edncative. See ad- goras have discovered the ratios of the tones of the scale Address Publisher, THEO. PRESSER, •" 
vertisement elsewhere in this number. 1600 years before ? A Subsoribeb. ■ Philadelphia. 1704 PhbS^Sht St. 
\ 'iidj ■ 
MmM IB s>! 
it This >1 growing at of l 
J is acquiring dail}. i unt, w. ch jany f those made by Herr Dessauer 
l faculty, aamuchasib lack. The reader will have no difficulty in discovering 
mk strength is gained' some fantaatica in the German eaaay, which are plainly 
$£on on t> pa due :ie fact that the phonograph which Herr Dessauer 
icing, carefully, intel-' has in his mind is, to a considerable extent, a figment of 
*e are skating, sleigh-’ his imagination. The limitations of the instrument, as 
asiiig the approaching .we now have it, are known to Mr. Goodwin, and he 
s. a new novel on ao therefore sees a narrower horizon for its usefulness than 
>sa just at the most does the German,1 who plainly conceives it to 'be capable : 
o keep the mind clear, of rivaling a pianoforte in the production of musical • 
relaxed, while repeat- tones. Some day all that he says maybe possible of : 
difficult technical or realization, but we must deal with the concrete things . ; ‘ : 
hole nature cries out of the present, not with idealities, 
pation, and one feels Herr Dessauer’s attention seems to have been drawn 
ots and flinging them to the phonograph by the fact that while, as he says, it 
itriving such exasper- is still a plaything in Europe, he had learned that it 
ntricacies. Frequent was used in the United States as an aid to the study of 
p a strength of will, a languages. This discovery leads him to speculate upon 
lete self-domination, the advantages which might accrue to the stndent and 
5 the average person young artist, if it were possible to reproduce without 
7 given direction, and sophistication “ the technical refinement and elegance, 
curable advantage to the tempo and phrasing, the sincerity and nobility of 
e* conception with which Mozart was. wont to play his con- 
what I have so often certos if it were possible to learn from actual hearing 
I your piano practice how the players of the language executed the character- 
cheerfully, and well istic ornaments which are so common in their eomposi- 
§Q> you have learned tions; if it had been possible to have seized and held 
II your music.” We for present Study Beethoven’s own reading of one of his 
ins where, our present Naturally he conceives that the influence of 
vnir»A in nnr Hosnainn __ j_  - 
THE PHOHOGRAPH EH MITSIO STUDY, 
§ T > '1 WHAT WE ADMIRE.—CHAS. W. XANDOH. ! 
'&!r;;:’mi--j:i vy.U'-V • ■ 
l; /Thackeray said: “Learn to admire rightly; the 
f~at. pleasure of life is that. Note what the great men 
linked; they admired great things.”- Cultivation 
.rcritly changes and improves musical taste. Styles of 
anisic that were a pupil’s delight when he was young, 
/idolater life possess no interest for him. On the other 
isf®3, compositions that were uninteresting in Ms early 
e cperienc is he < ve at lally appr e'oit -. , tnd learns to tak 
(peat delight in hearing and playing them. But it does 
'.sfOt always take years to accomplish this result.. Music 
':jff thus better kinds often. requires more than one hearing, 
<jven for the most cultivated to fully appreciate. What 
ijfas simply endurable, upon further acquaintance be¬ 
comes interesting, and upon being thoroughly learned 
will be considered one of the rarest gems, 
It would have been passing strange, considering the 
present tendency of p« agogics, if the minds of musical 
educators had not t in od to the phe n ograph as a pos 
Bible help of unique character and potency in teaching. ; 
The true field of the instrument, however, has not yet 
been found. Thus far, I believe, its practical application 
has been extremely limited; indeed, it is still looked upon 
as aore a scientific ter ai thing else. One reason 
for thif lieB in the cir ance hat, marvelous as its 
accomplishments are, they are not yet sufficiently free 
from defects to tempt one to elaborate a system of use 
whose results would be striking enough to insure its: 
wideintr duction. U ess thee ps ilities of the instru¬ 
ment are carefully st died and scientifically determined. 
When a moreover, it is liable to do considerable mischief, and it 
piece of superior music is poorly performed, it seldom is with a view to stimulating such a study that I have 
shows much that would attract the listener’s or the undertaken to set forth a few of my own observations in 
performer’s interest. Music of the more intricate the premises. ■ In their course I shall show what I con- 
kinds depends much upon the manner in which it is ceiveto be the best use to which the instrnment can be 
performed, as to the different kinds of touch and all put in its presentjtage of 'development, sound a few 
that goes to make music impressive, so much so that an notes of warning against some suggestions that have 
artistic rendition is absolutely necessary if from it a fine been made, and indicate a few desirable improvements 
musical effect is to be-gotten. The student should bus- in the instrument itself. - In all this I shall ask the 
pend judgment as to likes and dislikes, not only until reader to remember that I am not a teacher of music, 
he can play the piece in correct time, but until he has but only an investigator of some of its phenomena, espe- 
learned it well enough to bring out its inner and hidden cially those which have an ethnological bearing. 
#§18 
"#8B^ldfflsdf-,play the-study with his technic and,quality ^enTfefriifli it., '..jjyJf-, r;v ,',Ji(BiitiE<B.‘BnpGE. 
of SoJie.^v;: The pupil tries to imitate him, and if not at '^:TliayC been using ^‘LaUdon’s Reed Organ Method,”, 
once successful the .teacher, directs - his- attention to the arid, find it most excellent ; If all my Organ pupils could 
„ ,, c _o^roin nntil have o<>. ogress bi .1 
playact aj id agam ati or le*8B. v* ^ Lw*‘ie 0’C( woe.’ 
„ isi&ctory results are a gU s' . „ T7 , _ 
m*ix**r* w**^**r**?~' 
teaser andpupu &« W*ll«? the explanatory remarks the structure begun by the two-finger exercises.,, 4 , 
the former. To get a coriipletepicture of Joachim’s art, While one can derive benefit from the last volume 
howevef, itrwould be ‘ necessary to take phonographic alone, it is necessary to begin the.Course with.Vol, I, and 
el1- asofi hisstylej of- Iplay <n* chamber tt School of - Octaves and Bravour^31^' /This is/ Mason’s 
n and sotot 4.Ttils ^hBiudpolitan'y the same atten- grandest work. .Louis H. Fmuol 
,r < > ;h i 3 paid to the notables of the franco- Belgic i j pm nich pleased with “Story’s AnthemB,” and 
achobl,* such as' fSlarasate, Mamck, and others; and what have made out an order to supply my.ch'irua choir, 
ghss^Ceh:?iSu^^ed@3^ref^ight;;MsO'j>C-;^api^isij;evthe^ Ai»M0Pis&!/ 
mast era of other instruments and of singing. So we see 
|h|lkbhiK'g;' 
every stud t taki ng-slesson atanytime froniRubinr 
Steih7 Joachim, Leschetitzky, or hearing a Beethoven" 
sonata interpreted by Hans von Billow or F agon d’Al- 
bertpand thus fueling a stimulus arid' inspiration for Mb 
study labors. 
a ..^‘ By means of this invention, moreover, the conscien¬ 
tious and auccessfh 1 teacher might provi do com,hv^gsd 
satisfaction for himself .as distinguished fre“ L^einchp- 
' i Me teacher. Just as teachers of penmanship prove the; 
^accomplishments of their pupils by appeal to their writing 
at the beginaing aud ita improvement in the progress of 
instruction,bo,too^theinusicteaeher could demonBtrate ! 
the degree of progress inade by a pupil in consequence 
ofhismethodj^meansof thephonograph.Thepupil 
would play i t phonograph at the beginning of his ’ 
cou.ae, ana after sometime had passed ae would repeat 
the :performance; : : A8 a supplementary thing it would be 
-desirable toxeproduce the position of fingers and wrist 
alrthe begmning.of the lessons, and again later, either by 
•drawings or photography* 
“ Frequently the last test of a composition before pub- 
Sheation is a readiiig of it at thei pianoforte. In such a 
performance the composer frequently discovers turns 
concerning whose effect he had deceived himself while 
smtuig 'dowttrluB Composition. To save himself the' 
i driidgery of ^immediate notation of the changes, he 
aught play his corrected version into the phonograph, 
and so continufe his work withbut repetition. -Equally, 
well improvisations might be preserved- by haying a, 
■;phoriograpt athandil’ ;;, ■<;, l;..- >vd. .ri. 
(2b be Omlteitted). v . 
are gigantic,-yet'the; professor sounded a iul 
as * well. ■.Youryounger nations,” said h] 
once with the most highly-spiced nmsical fc\ 
your, stomachs. You • will never learn tt 
" Mozart.” l<r 5 '! 
—We Bet up the lifeless mjtes before oqri 
only .have, we to go through the mechanic! 
r-Hvdibg-r-we have to bring to be^r all tho/pA 
-sUect.i tiua|^irC^unct ?rnnt$bei; cbuceritrl 
ic before ns; rire have to be uick to apn 
thafineipoirits^rallthei^^fe^ ofthefwork.| 
■privilegedto'-interpret ^nmnyjasCharm; which: toi 
perienced or hasty playeri remainaa mastery. ’ | 
aroused by a good piece, physically as well as i| 
.The' intellectualand' j^c^^eid^atrir^bf/m%':.|| 
life' arid ixpreBBion. The sOui 
leading thought; its structure or outward fonri ds dis- 
played. in the iime and the-i fcy f imicalvexpreBsipri idits; 
ioatni ^iopdldg^prei^^idlmiiilie/riead^iaja’d'^a^^ia^ij^l' 
Jife that circulates througliC dt ;-its nerves are' sh^wn' iri: 
those • particrilar expressive lights , and shadow k those 
innumerable accents which are■:<necessary to gtre the 
proper expression to hartrionv, imeiodv^ arid : rl^hm. 
Thus we see that there is, in a good, piece, a TealHife 
like that of the performer, and that it is absdlntely 
necessary for an adequatei interpretation of; almasteb 
Wfork thatitbe performer should possess high and^aried; 
qualities.—Ko : xa. ). 
MUSICAL DABWXIISM, 
TESTIM0HIALS. ! 
hasten to say that Mr. Mason’s “ School of Octaves; | 
Brevoura” i8 the most coricise, cpmplete and suc- 
Ful system of octave stridy I have ever seen. If 
wed to the lettec, the student cafiaot fail of attain-; 
be desired skill in this department of piano playing. 
Mas'on; deserves the plaudits of this world for his 
:iCC treatmerit of the principles ;iriv61ved iri pialno 
iof* : ; 'Respectfully,...' Mii.t6k Ragsdale. ; 
he boohs of ‘ ‘Mathews’ Standard Qourse ’ ’I consider 
cially valuablC. The Coheert Alhumi are firie. and 
able, collections, and a boon to me. . 
I _ ; • , Miss L. E. Annik. 
In conclusion allow me to say that.&either in Eng- 
j’boir in tlup coantry have l met such- an excellent 
5riiri8.THBMSi’iJirE, ’ ’ : -y£;" E. I. PissMCari; ; 
*; -‘C‘r: •- ■ *!i r■. ■ hv.'•'.'i..’?:■'t£V‘.: V' ■ ’. ■ Vi ■
^riUybhink. that the selections of Mri Macdougall 
|»K>^y^lwirihMeibriCdinmoniy j^ddbedi jridicions^ 
p^ri.btiidicS'Tciyhelpfnl. The whole thing is'S(>:- 
good k'-geinid and detail that I anticipate great 
ss for it, 
^ Aethoe Foote, 
««.; mndr pleased- With ‘^ Selected Songs Without 
II MeridelsBohn. It gives ri&w helpB and great 
turi^ejrierit’td thestudent by' its^ valuable' annotations,: 
%Slg00? iritprpretatiflps, and its Clear, nn- 
of printing. Dk. M.-Matilda. 
pl^|i^fe;ftri®^(cbpi^ids:ja8tr:excC|lChf^ndtidngi 
- 'SA , 
W-$m 
‘.vf . • ' ; ; .v.■. ^%r:.:; .'A.y-X ... >.>;.;.^ ■-*.■:^ 
' *’ ' ■ - !V* V * ■ 1 ‘.■ -v-■ %'jl 
O/tDER BY 
ERICS. NUMBER OKLT. A'::AA:-- piu&jj; 
1284 Janke, Chistav. ©p$ 18. Ho, 3. 
, 35 : rA^ong-.the Gypar . Grg II.,.. 20 
This is.anotUer^piece.-ofytheiBarne set, aud it, as A : -W; 
1 ■ piEtty as th'eothera.'m^ete the'Teqttirementa. In foriii, PJh'^%. 
; meUray, and; touch it is baxelient. 
,:,v 85 1285 Moelliiag’, ,fheo; Melodie, con ex- ,’J§| 
; pressionA'^Gradi^^ 
. . ..TljWjls' a melody-iti reality 
•' • 'ccifiipoaittofc• % - ■' . for sh ading in tonal efrecta.andfdr.intolligentphrasinf?- V 
.. "’■ It wifi beabdonto the tsanher. < A * < ~ :#| - 
•'*• „;. ••• ;. ■■■}■>■ Si ‘V.ji ■ A■,'»*.}~,\jV‘:'\ %' .0 ''■;5s..■ • \;■’*• •.•., 
1286 Moelling, Theo. Youthfol Pleasure. 
. Another useful^jplwe ^the^ aaineauthor. lt lain 
; | time, andjbrings into 
.finger exercises. "It!--affords 
‘ • acquirlDg BmcM>thne88;-;E! playfnfi arpeggios divided •■' 
between the tw6 haudj. * a 
86 1287 Durfleld,'Jolm-H.■ Op. 34. Ho. 2. ”A : 
■ Cradlesong^ Grade ll..^.............,5:'. 30 
A thoroughly good piecefor singing qrudityoftone. 1 
Another, usefulnumber of Grade XL, 
1288 Bohm, O.Qp. 280., , Dance on the ' ■’jlfrs 
. Or> m. Grade 111... 40 
r" One of Bohm's wll-ki lar pieces. This 
Vis a very good one in its grade. It Is sprightly and 
taking. 
^ 1289 Rathbun. F. Gv (Valse lmprc iptu.} \ 
Gradq IV,......*... -_60 
V.j.. . This is a waltz that ms y begirt ?■ vith confide a in ~ 
11.,?*’ its worth. It is strong in theme, graceful3h rKyfhihv SS^^^^- 
sy^bb^ P. H. A Bong- of Jtrno; (Wil«' 
^ CTradLet; ,1^ . ^,V- 
. '..lept' 
piece, asit gives Apf^lrtuSity fur developing 
S§ ' l«« fiaget nd h^CtouOi^, lit is ^treitilly'Aagawsd, 
:>i281 Webb, P. B. Op. 87, Ho. 2, The 
- dW» 7- (Polka Caprice.) Grade IV. ■.^s^M'^'J'yiMelodlou's,- stringy, and taking. It is also a good 
piece;• V' 'V \o";'v: V. 
Webb, F, R. Op. 57, No. 8. ABou- 
yenirl Gradeilill..... .;..;.-...,........ 
^ll^p^^^A^verjr'gdod inazitrkafe The ''itnitatiV^;:couutor- 
vrKt'pfe^- tnemw in the bass are rery effective, .as.is' alsb the 
abrupt transition from major to uiinor in the first 
^^i§i.9'S,W^3bi' F. R. ©p.: :68,' No. ;2. - (M1b- 
■■ uet.) rGxade 111.^;,.^.^...,.;^,.... ,^:. 
' The harmony of this piece is rich ahd well.worked, 
:'-’:.:.-i-;.^^\^'-^t;-‘lMhj»H4instyIftAha:''y€it''6f.aitt'iieifiiIiipoi»iilar' 
' y "■ chwmcter. This entire set of pieias^is especially tfseful 
- ..-i-j for ^teaching purposes. The. fingering and pedaling 
: \ .arecarefully anAoriticallj, marked, . ... 
1284 Da Kontski, Ofeevalier. Op. 870. 
< {Minuet IiOuis XV.) Grade Y..„... 
1 , A good study In chord and laft-harid < ctave playiog. 
■;U also useful for dereloping- .-a'- crisp staccato. Is 
1285 HouReley, Henry. Flowers of Au~ 
Vv • tumA:(qbbe^ Wadtz^ Grade IV.- 
A brilliant-and swingy waltz. It will pieaae both 
pixpiLr .; •1-> 
, '1286 O. Be am. Op. 282.Frolio of the 
,f:Grade;' A.......' 
*,:l;;S®®4Agtace{fei,sn{HK»apIn!.heyeli-kiiown styWof this 
.... popajat sriisr. Good for trill abd. mhiodyiplaying. 
Milling'. Tiieodbre^ Npetumo. Grade 
.'Mors difficult than Its'appearance- would. indjcsUI 
' ? ^yen tb the right, while occasionally 
, ,;,..>5>,the,;leii hand takes tip ahd dorelops the theme. It is 
fine study in:accompanying. The accompaniment 
:'°--;*'^hW^l»^Stwpeated;; chordsi'.tsiakini; rather difficult 
.^^.-^jjwprlo-rKis^worthyofuse.. 
">;4^8 Waddington, "Edmund., Rippling 
■,:• ■ ;:V:^-:'.-'-':;:Streant (Masurka.) Grade V....... 
the, other numbers of this set pf pieCek it is 
briliiantand tuneful, andrwJlibe popular. 
‘' -r3i.K;-:,; J■ >1 !eam'iOk::-. .■Bravado Dar 
' ^^iPasjSier, ,0n: Bar« da (rather afore 
• 1241 i- dpcnlt), Der Ulane. (Four Mili- 
:,^l242.-:;l^i*yMarches.)7.Gt.ad6ni.^..,^^>j>^ 
^.v^Kh^tunefiil marchesfor youngBtudenta. Ueofql 
5248 Mathews.W. S. B. Standard Course 
J» ot S- udiea iu Teii G-rades,; Books 
:- .1251 - I to SI. Grade I.. y -■ > 
'«^^4ri3mythd?best compPsei^ 
•'e-V r; - ^^ny-iedifad,lingered,phrasedi'ahdannotated.'and 
a Mppleme^ with. complete^atrecUonsifor the appll- 
catioc /stem of TeChnics. Taste aswreli 
ua„”f r«?d,n? w'» be eultlvat by the 
- 1 8tl igetui «tudes 
dcally to the best pieces of standard 
. co w if interest the pppU and therefore 
Mm, yet they do no) 
wi « 0 “rtody, but give a happy com- j two 1 turps. i . rlv 
1262 M ds .. „ Theqdor • Souvenir 
B’ttaUp.- Grade II.Avi*;..!,].. 
' : .^^f^b^laKWhScK, when worked upto the required 
| & totw 
1263 Theo. Onward. Grade II... 
i; ; . P^- ■ It-unites scalea-paa- 
^ ®^J|^^^PSa^8*andwiUsreatlyaidtodet#op ■ A'■ - T"''7V 7^"* * - T'**   •• 
>2254 Moelling,, ,Thob; Mignon. (Petit: 
| % Rondo.) Grade 11.^.^,.;....^: ™ 
°^er of the: same: set. Consists principsdiy’of 
ynung^Pat.b“*'* tUKeI^1 a,ii interestihrto’dhe' 
1256 Femiimore, W. P. a, Set of Sik 
i9an Pfeoes» entitled 
- 1260 ISS2? oD ■ -U h 3dhodlmat9 ■ 
-5 .J irthday:.-' 
P® m fin*e« *“d ^ri»t,and win 
1261 Behr Francois. , On 675. i?, « ce 
■'3tf;:,i:Ridba>rA.'-'; Ivy-,.. 'Q-reen, 
'JLnMIieir Jot this vritifir’s nopniariimiupositionsiv- ' A 
- -goodbtbdy-M bciAveiandchbrd work, ■ 1 ;.. 
?.264 - Coes:d©lerfJ.;-gMiehSiir&i'1 Mi^nbpette 
. A very~8rfcefu! waltf movement- .JJ The vbpanlng 
. theme is iH oetaye, with an inner chorri accompaGi¬ 
rt ©at ana ar.ustfliaefs bass, It'can be mad® very cTec-: 
.. - i;UVe.h/fPCbperVpKradj^'-:.^evwtIre/'w^tii';iii''iutenri. 
aa wellaamelodious.- ,, ■A':-!-':{:''aA-.:AA 
1265 CkjSfcd^lacj.. 'Richard-- In Utistanir 
7-i, ....LELiid. . Grade iV......d....'..!,.,,,,,.^J.. 
- This, .composition is of a quieter andimore .tender 
StrainiJIt- fequiVes a slngibgi oOKpreaslonfuV touch, i 
Its contents are varied and afford room for good work. 
1266 Hewitt; Hr B. - - Victor March. 
i^^tuariih. gives excellent practice[ in leftikand 
skips. Will be serj^ce&bleta tbe teacher/ ., ; *'4:J . 
1267 ,;-He.wit{j„W’-:13!i.c'5 Murmuring' ‘Wavas. ■W (Wbdt^n©4iV,Gi^Ctf-Xy^iV..;fi„..7i^... 
— -'A_g00dstU(iyinwideaccQmpanimont^fortheleft 
hand./1 iX’be uielody^is eifectiye aiidt tb® harmony above 
... the average. -The entire piece is a fine study in phraa- 
1268 Long, Sion M, - Morning Song. 
( de.) Grade V. 
Thisc :position is wrilten ii ‘epeatod botes. brbfeeu 
chords, and practice 
- pestfd notes. It needs a 
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